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s u s P e n s e  p a r a n O r m a l  e r o T i c  r e g E n c y  

h i s t O r i c a l  r o m a N t i c a  c o n t e M p o r a r y & H u m o u r  
Become a Friend of Rosemary’s Romance Books!   

*Prices subject to change without notice.  Our catalogue is divided into genres which can be identified by the side tabs on each page. These are the symbols to look for: 

DON’T FORGET TO LOOK FOR THE STAR TO SEE THIS MONTHS TOP PICKS!  

PO BOX 1265, INDOOROOPILLY QLD 4068 
Online and email orders available 24/7 

Telephone ordering available Monday – Saturday 9am-6pm 

WE ARE OFFERING A MONTHLY BOOK 
SUBSCRIPTION 

      

FOR $29.95 A MONTH YOU/OR THE 
RECIPIENT WILL GET A RANDOM MASS 

PAPER BACK (Includes $9.95 postage)  
      
      

(YOU CAN SPECIFY A GENRE, OR LEAVE 

IT UP TO US) 

Looking for a gift? Want a spare pen for bag?  
We have the pretty Rose/Gold black ink pens available for $2.50 

We will be adding 14% to 
Gift vouchers purchased 

until valentines day.  
 

They are available to 
purchase online, we can 

mail or Email them   

KYLIE SCOTT IS PERSONALISING HER BOOKS FOR US  HER BACK CATALOGUE IS ALSO AVAILABLE 
END OF STORY $22.99 TRADE P/BACK 

New York Times bestselling sensation Kylie Scott's sexy, smart and unconventional opposites-attract love story looks at what happens when fate 
refuses to give up on what's meant to be. When Susie Bowen inherits a charming fixer-upper from her aunt, she's excited to start living her best 
HGTV life. But when she opens the door to find that her contractor is none other than her ex's best friend, Lars--the same man who witnessed 
their humiliating public breakup six months ago--she isn't exactly eager to have anyone around whose alliance is with the enemy. But beggars can't 
be choosers, and the sooner the repairs are done, the sooner she can get back to embracing singledom. Things go from awkward to unbelievable 
when Lars discovers a divorce certificate hidden in a wall and dated ten years in the future--with both their names on it. It couldn't possibly be 
real...could it? As Susie and Lars work to unravel the document's origins, the impossibility of a spark between them suddenly doesn't seem so far-
fetched. But would a relationship between them be doomed before it's even begun?   

 
 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rosemarys-Romance-Books/124755457542021
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Rosemarys-Romance-Books/124755457542021
http://twitter.com/#!/inforosemarys
http://www.rosemarysromancebooks.com/Gifts
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WHEN STARS COLLIDE – SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS  
BOOK #9 $27.95 *REPACK* 
Start with It Had to be You. Thaddeus Walker Bowman 
Owens, the backup quarterback for the Chicago Stars, is a 
team player, talented sideline coach, occasional male model, 
and a man with a low tolerance for Divas. Olivia Shore, 
international opera superstar, is a driven diva with a passion 
for perfection, a craving for justice, too many secrets-and a 
monumental grudge against the egotistical, lowbrow jock she's 

been stuck with. It's Mozart meets Monday Night Football as the 
temperamental soprano and stubborn jock embark on a nationwide tour 
promoting a luxury watch brand. Along the way, the combatants will 
engage in soul-searching and trash talk, backstage drama and, for sure, a 
quarterback pass. But they'll also face trouble as threatening letters, 
haunting photographs, and a series of dangerous encounters complicate 
their lives. Is it the work of an overzealous fan or something more sinister? 

 
THE INHERITANCE TEST – ANNE MARSH  
$22.95 
To save his inheritance, Declan Masterson needs to fix his playboy 
image--fast! Partnering with plain, respectable Charlotte Palsgrave 
for a charity yacht race is a genius first step, no matter how much 
she initially dislikes him. Charlotte is from an established family 
without a hint of scandal. Or so he thinks. At first, they can barely 

speak to one another, let alone sail a boat together. And then he has the 
nerve to suggest she needs a makeover! But when the two become 
shipwrecked, they may discover just how much opposites can attract. 

 
MR RIGHT NEXT DOOR – NAIMA SIMONE  
BOOK #4 $25.95 
Start with The Road to Rose Bend. As the ex-mayor's daughter, 
Jenna Landon has spent her life aiming for perfection-and 
missing. The pressure and disappointment turned her into a bit of 
a mean girl, but now she's tired of protecting her heart, of hiding 
her losses-she's ready to leave Rose Bend and start over. But 

before she can leave, she has to endure the town's carnival fundraiser, her 
father's reelection campaign and the pain-in-the-tail giant who just moved 
in next door. Wrestling coach Isaac Hunter didn't mean to disturb his 
neighbor with his music while fixing his car. But if anyone could use 
"messing with," it's Jenna Landon. Soon their clashes turn into something 
hotter. Recently divorced, his focus should be rebuilding his life, not an. 
entanglement with a woman who spells nothing but trouble. Because Jenna 
is leaving Rose Bend. And they both know he can't go with her, and he 
can't ask her to stay. Includes “Trouble For Hire” Tattoo artist Erik Mann 
never should've hired his best friend's sister. Against the odds, he's built a 
successful business in Rose Bend and has everything as he likes it. The last 
thing he needs is her changing things. He doesn't know whether to throw 
her out or kiss her. Not that either is an option. She's off-limits. 

 
COME WHAT MAYBE – KERRI CARPENTER  
BOOK #1 $25.95 
Social media strategist Lauren Wallace plans everything. But when 
she returns to Seaside Cove, it's only about a second before her 
tough-love Grams is already on her case. So when Grams tells her 
not to go to that bar, Lauren decides it's time for a rebellion. Which 
is exactly when the trouble starts. Grams was right. The bar was 

not a good plan. Because suddenly super-cute bar owner Ethan McAllister 
has gone from being Lauren's (kind of) high school nemesis to a very 
unexpected one-night stand. And worse, Lauren's attempts to resume her 
life keep getting thwarted by more unwelcome spontaneity. And a 
pregnancy. Now there's a baby on the way, Lauren's the talk of the entire 
town, and all her planning has gone right out the window.  

THE MAGNOLIA SISTERS – ALYS MURRAY  
BOOK #1 $25.95 
Harper Anderson has a to-do list longer than the Colorado River 
and fields of tulips to tend at her family's flower farm in 
California. What she doesn't have is time for the arrogant tech 
mogul who makes her an offer to use their farm as his sister's 
wedding venue. No amount of money could make up for the 
destruction it would wreak on next season's crop. The sooner 

Luke Martin is on his way, the better. But Luke will do whatever it takes to 
make his sister happy. So when Harper's newest farmhand leaves her in the 
lurch, he strikes a deal: He'll work on the farm for free if she'll give him the 
chance to change her mind. Harper and Luke each expect the other to 
crack first. What they don't expect is the chemistry that sparks between 
them as they work side by side. But just as Harper is starting to let her 
guard down, Luke stumbles upon a secret that could spell disaster for the 
entire Anderson clan. With her family's happiness at stake, can Harper put 
her trust in a man who is worlds apart from everything she knows? 

 
COMING HOME – SHELLEY SHEPHARD GRAY  
BOOK #1 $25.95 
In Woodland Park, a small town nestled in the foothills of Pikes 
Peak, Anderson Kelly and Chelsea Davis were once the high 
school "it" couple-the star quarterback and the valedictorian. They 
broke up when Anderson joined the army and one decision at a 
fraternity party changed Chelsea's life. Now, she works long shifts 

in a senior center to support her nine-year-old son, Jack. After multiple 
tours in Afghanistan, Anderson has changed, too-physically scarred but 
mentally strong-and he decides to move back to Woodland Park. Anderson 
and Chelsea steer clear of each other to avoid reopening old wounds, until 
they are forced to reconnect through the senior center. They soon discover 
that the love they once shared never completely vanished. But it will take a 
fire, a collision, and the love of one little boy to help Anderson and Chelsea 
see that the future they've always yearned for is in sight. 

 
HONOR – SHERRYL WOODS  
$25.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* 
After nearly thirty years of marriage, high school sweethearts 
Lacey and Kevin Halloran are separating. Kevin is reluctant to 
end the relationship, and when a heart attack puts his life into 
perspective, he vows to get the love of his life back once and for 
all. Lacey doesn't know if she and Kevin can patch the cracks in 

their marriage. But a nostalgic trip to their cozy home in Cape Cod could 
remind Lacey that their love is worth saving. Includes “The Shepherd's 
Bride” by Patricia Davids Shunned by the community, shepherd Carl King 
has given up on his dream for a family. Yet when Lizzie Barkman shows up 
at his farm, Carl sees the wife he once dreamed of. Lizzie is looking for a 
new start-is it possible that this forbidden man holds the key to her heart? 

 
THE PROMISE OF EASTER – MARTA PERRY  
BOOK #5 $25.95 
Start with A Christmas Home. Anna Stoltzfus lives a quiet life in 
Promise Glen. Though she lost her brother in a tragic accident, 
her family is supportive and close-knit, and her job as a teacher 
at the Orchard Hill Amish School fills her heart with joy each 
day. Anna's comfort is quickly dashed, however, when the man 

Anna deemed responsible for James's death returns to the Amish 
community-Matthew King. Forgiveness is at the heart of being Amish, and 
no one else blames Matthew; his grief and pain over losing his friend are 
obvious. Still, no matter how she tries, Anna can't let go of the reckless 
night that ended her brother's life so soon. The ache had been more 
tolerable after Matthew left Promise Glen, but now, not only has he 
returned, Anna's father accepts his offer to work on their farm.  
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BREAKING ALL THE RULES – AMY ANDREWS  
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Beatrice Archer has always done everything she's supposed to --
worked her ass off, ignored her non-existent personal life, and 
kept her mouth shut. Now she's over it. The rat race, 
respectability...the underwire bras. She's taking her life back. 
Starting with moving to Nowhere, Colorado to live life on her 
own terms. Now Bea gives exactly zero forks. Beer for 

breakfast. Sugar for everything else. Baggy sweats and soft cotton undies FTW. 
Then a much younger and delightfully attractive cop is called to deal with her 
flagrant disregard for appropriate clothing outside the local diner (some folks 
just don't appreciate bunny slippers) and Bea realizes there's something 
missing from her little decathlon of decadence...and he might be the guy to 
help her out. When it comes to breaking rules, Officer Austin Cooper is 
surprisingly eager to assist. He's charming, a little bit cowboy, and a whole lot 
sexy. But Bea's about to discover that breaking the rules has consequences. 
And all of the cherry pies in Colorado can't save her from what's coming. 

THE DEVINE DOUGHNUT SHOP – CAROLYN 
BROWN  
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
For Grace Dalton, her sister, Sarah, and her cousin Macy, the 
Devine Doughnut Shop is a sweet family legacy and a landmark in 
their Texas town. As the fourth generation to run the Double D, 
they keep their great-grandmother's recipe secret and uphold the 
shop's tradition as a coffee klatch for sharing local gossip, advice, 

and woes. But drama brews behind the counter, too. Grace is a single mother 
struggling with an unruly teenage daughter. Heartbroken Sarah has sworn off 
love. Macy's impending wedding has an unexpected hitch. And now charming 
developer Travis Butler has arrived in Devine with a checkbook and a 
handsome smile. He wants to buy the shop, expand it nationally, and boost the 
economy of a town divided by the prospect. With the family's relationships in 
flux, their beloved heritage up for grabs, and their future in the air, it's amazing 
what determination, sass, a promise of romance, and a warm maple doughnut 
can do to change hearts and minds. 



COME SUNDOWN  

$29.95 *REISSUE*  

TRADE P/BACK (ORIG 

05/17) 

The Bodine ranch and resort in 

western Montana is a family 

business, an idyllic spot for 

vacationers. A little over thirty thousand acres 

and home to four generations, it's kept running 

by Bodine Longbow with the help of a large 

staff, including new hire Callen Skinner. There 

was another member of the family once: 

Bodine's aunt, Alice, who ran off before 

Bodine was born. She never returned, and the 

Longbows don't talk about her much. The 

younger ones, who never met her, quietly 

presume she's dead. But she isn't. She is not far 

away, part of a new family, one she never 

chose--and her mind has been shattered. When 

a bartender leaves the resort late one night, and 

Bo and Cal discover her battered body in the 

snow, it's the first sign that danger lurks in the 

mountains that surround them. The police 

suspect Cal, but Bo finds herself trusting him--

and turning to him as another woman is 

murdered and the Longbows are stunned by 

Alice's sudden reappearance. The twisted story 

she has to tell about the past--and the threat 

that follows in her wake--will test the bonds of 

this strong family, and thrust Bodine into a 

darkness she could never have imagined. 

MACGREGOR EVER 
AFTER  
$27.95 *REISSUE*  
*2 IN 1* (ORIG 1998) 
“The Winning Hand” 
Dazzled by the Las 
Vegas lights and 
desperate to take a 

chance, Darcy Wallace spends her last three 
dollars at a hotel casino and wins the jackpot. 
When casino manager Robert MacGregor 
Blade sees how nervous Darcy is, he steps in as 
a friend. But there's something alluring about 
the young stranger, and it's messing with Mac's 
good intentions. Winning Darcy over will be a 
gamble, but it could be the most rewarding one 
of Mac's life. “The Perfect Neighbor” 
Brooding writer Preston McQuinn's new 
apartment, like his life, is just the way he 
prefers it--private and empty. But when sunny 
Cybil Campbell comes barging into his well-
ordered gloom, he can't deny a grudging 
fascination with his bright, bubbly neighbor. 
Long ago, Preston had closed the door on love 
for good, so why is he suddenly anxious to 
open up his heart? 
  
 

 

 

 

MEANT TO BE 
$27.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 1985)  
“Dual Image” In a role that propelled her to 
daytime television stardom, Ariel Kirkwood's 
soap opera character reflects her actual playful 
personality. So when she gets cast as a devious 
bombshell in famous screenwriter Booth 
DeWitt's semiautobiographical film, her 
dreams of a silver screen career seem assured. 
Impressed with Ariel's believable portrayal, 
Booth can only see her as his heartless ex-wife, 
the basis for the character. Reading between 
the lines Booth projects on set, Ariel finds 
herself falling for the hopeful man beneath the 
cynicism. To make Booth see that the real 
Ariel is offering him a chance for love, she's 
going to have to change her act. “One 
Summer” There's no summer getaway for 
Celebrity magazine photographer Bryan Mitchell 
this year. Instead she'll be spending three 
months on the road with renowned 
photojournalist Shade Colby. Their assignment 
is a nationwide photo shoot, taking candid 
snapshots of a summer in America for a 
beautiful coffee table book. But Bryan's family 
fun in the sun moments contrasts with Shade's 
portraits revealing the dark side of touristy 
vacations. Unable to agree on whose pictures 
best represent their project's ideal, or anything 
else, Bryan and Shade discover something 
extraordinary when they come out from 
behind their cameras to truly see one another--
two people longing for truth and beauty, 
hoping to share their vision of love. s
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ONE NIGHT RANCHER– MAISEY YATES  
BOOK #3 $25.95  
Book #1 Ranchers Forgotten Rival, Book #2 Best Man 
Rancher. No one knows tough as nails bar owner Cara 
Thompson better than her best friend, rancher Jace Carson. 
And when Cara needs someone to stay with her at Lone 
Rock's most historic, and possibly haunted, hotel to purchase 
it, Jace is the man for the job--even when the only furnished 

room has just one bed. One night shouldn't be enough to change years of 
friendship, but a single kiss melts away years of restraint. As the sun rises, 
Cara might have secured her hotel, but has she ruined her friendship with 
Jace forever? Includes “Need Me Cowboy” When best friends spend the 
night together, will a forbidden kiss change everything? 

 
HOW TO HANDLE A COWBOY – JOANNE 
KENNEDY  
BOOK #1 $25.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 04/14) 
After a serious injury ends his career, rodeo cowboy Ridge 
Cooper needs something new to look forward to. Trapped at 
his family's Wyoming ranch and desperate to find a new 
outlet, Ridge offers to teach rodeo skills to the kids at 
Phoenix House, a local group home for foster children. When 

he meets Sierra Dunn, an inner-city social worker who's been assigned to 
the remote ranch for blowing the whistle on her boss, Ridge knows the two 
of them can give the kids at Phoenix House a bright future. From their very 

first lesson, it's obvious Ridge has a special kinship with the boys, and when 
Sierra discovers that he's aimed his grit and determination toward creating a 
foster family of his own, Sierra will have to decide if she's ready to make 
Wynott, Wyoming, her permanent home. 

 
HER TEXAS LAWMAN – ADDISON FOX  
$22.95 
As fugitive ex-agent Rick Statler's former lover, Shayne 
Erickson is considered a suspect by the FBI. With her life in 
danger, Shayne can't trust anyone to help her. Until agent Noah 
Ross rescues her from an earth-shattering attack by Statler. The 
assault explodes Noah's doubts about Shayne's innocence, but 
Shayne is slow to trust. So can they come together to fight for 

survival against Statler's relentless campaign? 
 
 

ONCE A RANCHER – LINDA LAEL MILLER  
BOOK #1 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 03/16) 
Slater Carson might be a filmmaker by trade, but he's still a 
cowboy at heart--and he knows the value of a hard day's work 
under the hot Wyoming sun. So when he sees troubled teen 
Ryder heading down a dangerous path, he offers the boy a job 
on the ranch he shares with his two younger brothers. And 
since Ryder's guardian is the gorgeous new Mustang Creek 

resort manager, Grace Emery, Slater figures it can't hurt to keep a close eye 
on her, as well. Grace Emery doesn't have time for romance. Between 
settling into her new job and caring for her ex-husband's rebellious son, her 
attraction to larger-than-life Slater is a distraction she can't afford. But when 
an unexpected threat emerges, she'll discover just how far Slater will go to 
protect what matters most--and that love is always worth fighting for. 

 
RODEO REBEL – JOANNE ROCK  
BOOK #1 $22.95 
When infamous bull rider Gavin Kingsley finds out he's been 
disinherited, he wants answers--and Lauryn Hamilton, his 
father's former employee and the local sheriff's daughter, may 
have them. Participating in a charity bachelor auction for 
Lauryn's horse rescue is the perfect opportunity for Gavin to 
find what he's looking for...even if he has to seduce the truth 

out of her. When bad boy Gavin unlocks sweet Lauryn's rebellious side, he 
may be roped into more than he bargained for. 

 
UNTAMED – DIANA PALMER  
BOOK #46 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 06/15) 
Start with Calhoun. Stanton Rourke lives life on the edge. The 
steely mercenary is a menace in every way...especially to 
Clarisse Carrington's heart. She and Rourke were playmates as 
children, but she's not the innocent girl he once knew. When 
tragedy robbed Clarisse of her entire family, her life was 
changed forever. Besides, she's a grown woman now, and there 

are secrets that hold her back from succumbing to her pursuer. As she 
struggles to keep her distance, sparks as hot as a Texas summer fly between 
them. But danger is following Clarisse, leaving her no choice but to rely on 
Rourke, even as the old wounds lying dormant between them threaten to 
flare up again. 
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NORA ROBERTS HAS THREE GREAT REISSUES THIS MONTH 
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ENCORE IN DEATH – JD ROBB 
BOOK #56 $49.95 H/COVER $34.99 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Naked in Death. It was a glittering event full of A-
listers, hosted by Eliza Lane and Brant Fitzhugh, a celebrity 
couple who'd conquered both Hollywood and Broadway. And 
now Eve Dallas has made her entrance--but not as a guest. 
After raising a toast, Fitzhugh fell to the floor and died, with 
physical symptoms pointing to cyanide, and the police have 

crashed the party. From all accounts, he wasn't the kind of star who made 
enemies. Everyone loved him--even his ex-wife. And since the champagne 
cocktail that killed him was originally intended for Eliza, it's possible she was 
the real target, with a recently fired assistant, a bitter rival, and an obsessed fan 
in the picture. With so many attendees, staff, and servers, Eve has her work 
cut out determining who committed murder in the middle of the crowd--and 
what was their motivation. As one who's not fond of the spotlight herself, she 
dreads the media circus surrounding a case like this. All she wants is to figure 
out who's truly innocent, and who's only acting that way.  

GRACE UNDER FIRE—JULIE GARWOOD  
BOOK #14 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPACK*  
Start with Heartbreaker. Grace Isabel MacKenna has a hundred 
things to do today. Killing someone isn't one of them. It is 
supposed to be a quick visit to Boston for the Buchanan 
anniversary party, then on to Scotland to collect an 
inheritance. She checks into her hotel and then decides to 
go for a brisk walk. But after getting lost, she ends up with a 

wounded man stumbling into her arms--and his shooter coming after 
them both. When she fires back in self-defense, she doesn't expect him to 
drop dead. After Isabel endures an interrogation by police, she is free to 
go, thanks to the Buchanans dispatching former Navy SEAL and now 
lawyer Michael Buchanan to assist her. Isabel knows she should be grateful for 
Michael's help, but since she's harbored an extreme dislike for him for years, 
gratitude is difficult to muster. Michael has appointed himself her de facto 
guardian, and she's stuck with him despite their constant bickering and sizzling 
attraction. Even when Isabel goes to Scotland to claim her inheritance, 
Michael follows her--but he isn't the only thing she can't shake. Mysterious 
threats against Isabel surface, and before they can deal with their growing 
feelings for each other, Michael and Isabel must first survive. 

AT ANY COST – ANDREA KANE  
BOOK #9 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with The Girl who Disappeared Twice. Aimee Bregman had the 
perfect life. She had an enviable job as head of marketing for an up-
and-coming CBD-infused beer. She had cultivated a massive social 
media following. She had an attentive, steady boyfriend and close 
supportive friends. Everything was going right. But when her mentor, 
Rita, sets up a business meeting with an influencer-her life crashes all 

around her. The casual meeting over drinks suddenly devolves into a shouting 
match and any chance of a new business relationship is over before it begins. 
Hours later, the NYPD show up at Aimee's apartment, questioning her about 
Rita's disappearance-foul play suspected. Fearing that Rita has been murdered, 
and that she may be next, Aimee hires Forensic Instincts to keep her safe and 
figure out what's really going on. Forensic Instincts, an investigative firm who 
walks the line between legal and illegal, solves challenging and high-profile 
cases when the bureaucratic restrictions imposed on law enforcement get in 
the way of achieving results. But neither Aimee nor Forensic Instincts realize 
how ruthless and connected, their adversaries are. As dangerous and powerful 
people are threatened with exposure, anyone is fair game for elimination. And 
when multiple victims die at the hands of a sociopathic serial killer, it gets 
harder to tell where the battle lines are drawn and who might die next.  

FADE TO MIDNIGHT – SHANNON MCKENNA  
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 2010)  
Strat with Behind Closed Doors. When The McCloud brothers 
discover that their long lost brother Kev is alive, nothing on earth will 
keep them from finding him. Kev Larson has no clue what his real 
name is. He was found in a warehouse alley eighteen years ago, beaten 
and tortured, and has no memory of what came before. But when a 
head injury triggers fragments of his lost memories, they lead him 

straight to Edie Parrish. She guards his shattered dreams like an angel of 
mercy, and after one look at her, Kev can't look away-no matter the cost. Edie 
Parrish learned the hard way to keep people at a distance. Her inconvenient 
psychic talent gets her into constant trouble. Then Fade Shadowseeker, the 
hero of her graphic novel series, walks right into one of her book-signing 
events, larger than life and infinitely sexier. Edie can't push him away no 
matter the risk. Kev and Edie are overwhelmed by the desire that consumes 
them but the monsters hiding in Kev's blocked memories are starting to stir. 

Coming next month… 
□ THE GOOD LUCK CAFÉ – ANNIE RAINS  T/P  
□ EVERY BIT A COWBOY – JENNIE MARTS BK #5  
□ COWBOY WILD – MAISEY YATES BK #3 
□ A TEXAS KIND OF COWBOY – DELORES FOSSEN BK #5  
□ TEXAS PROUD – DIANA PALMER *REISSUE* * 2 IN 1* 
□ A PROMISE TO HEAL – MARTA PERRY  
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GUARDING A FORBIDDEN LOVE – CARLA CASSIDY  
BOOK #2 $22.95 
Book #1 Killer In The Heartland. Long before he started helping 
her renovate her bakeshop, Sam Bravano noticed Harper 
Brennen...but she refuses to believe that he's interested in an 
older woman. He's doing his best to charm her when they make 
a grisly discovery together. Someone is very unhappy with their 
budding relationship. Sam wants to protect Harper, but his 
attraction to her might make him a deadly threat.  
 
BISCAYNE BAY BREACH – CARIDAD PINEIRO  
BOOK #3 $22.95 
Book #1 Lost in Little Havana, Book #2 Brickell Ave Ambush. 
When John Wilson realizes that his ground breaking computer 
program is under attack, he enlists South Beach Security for help. 
Like it or not, SBS includes the alluring Mia Gonzalez. Beautiful, 
savvy Mia had enticed the tech billionaire in the past--before 
disappearing from his life. Now, whoever wants John's brilliant 

invention is also after Mia and her family. This wasn't the reunion John was 
hoping for, but only with Mia by his side can they hope to outsmart a killer. 

MALICE AT THE MARINA – CAROL ERICSON  
BOOK #4 $22.95 
Start with Canyon Crime Scene. All the years Detective Billy 
Crouch has searched for his missing sister, she's been in witness 
protection. Now she's fled...with criminals in pursuit. And US 
marshal Mia Romano must locate her before it's too late. 
Joining forces, Mia's focused on recovering her witness, while 
Billy just wants to keep both women safe. But the searing 

attraction he and Mia share may prove to be a distraction they can't afford. 

HONOLOU COLD HOMICIDE – BARRI R FLOWERS  
BOOK #3 $22.95 
Book #1 The Big Island Killer, Book #2 Captured On Kauai. 
When a new case carries echoes of his sister's cold case murder, 
Detective Sergeant Lance Warner is visited by another ghost 
from the past. Caroline Yashima isn't only the CJD specialist 
assigned to work alongside him, she's also the ex he regrets 
walking away from. He's not sure if he can expect a second 

chance--or just a chance for closure. But when Caroline becomes a target, he 
knows that he doesn't want to live without her. 

NAVY FAMILIES – DEBBIE MACOMBER  
BOOK #5 & #6 $27.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* 
Start with Navy Wife. “Navy Baby” (ORIG 1991) It was a 
night she'd never forget: two strangers coming together in a 
moment of intense desire. But now, sheltered Hannah 
Raymond is expecting the child of a rugged naval seaman she 
thought she'd never see again. Riley Murdock has been 
searching for Hannah for months--ever since that soul-

shaking night of passion. Now fate has reunited them. Determined to 
give his child the chance he never had, Riley marries Hannah. They've 
created the miracle of life together, but is that enough to spark love? 
“Navy Husband” (ORIG 2005) Shana Berrie is her sister's official 
navy "parenting plan," so despite being unprepared, she's in charge of 
adorable nine-year-old Jazmine for the next six months. Shana isn't all 
that close to her niece, but she's trying her best. The little girl has lots 
of opinions--including ones on Shana's love life, or lack thereof. Shana 
also doesn't appreciate Jazmine's godfather, Lieutenant Commander 
Adam Kennedy, constantly checking up on her. She is definitely not 
looking for a navy husband, no matter what her meddling niece thinks. 
So why does infuriating Adam seem so appealing?  

Preorders… 
□ BAYOU BELOVED – LEXI BLAKE BK #6 DUE 28/3 
□ MAX WILDES COWBOY HEART – JENNIFER RYAN BK #3 DUE 28/3 
□ TALK OF THE TOWN—JENNIFER BARDSLEY T/P DUE 11/4 
□ THE LONER – DIANA PALMER BK #55 H/C DUE 25/4 
□ THE COMEBACK COWBOY – ASHENDEN/YATES/CREWS DUE 
25/4 
□ BLUE MOON HAVEN – JANET DAILEY *REPACK* DUE 25/4 
□ HES MY COWBOY – PALMER/ZANETTI/FOSSEN DUE 27/6 

□ RIGHT WHERE WE BELONG – JACKIE ASHENDEN BK #3 DUE 8/8  



DOWN RANGE – TAYLOR MOORE 
BOOK #1 $27.95 *REPACK* 
As a decorated undercover DEA special agent, Garrett Kohl has 
traveled the world--and fought in most of it--but it's the High 
Plains of northwest Texas he calls home and dreams of returning 
to one day. Kohl is in the middle of an assignment in Afghanistan 
when his commander orders him back to Texas on a short mission 
expected to take a week at most. But Kohl is unsettled to discover 

that he's moving from one kind of war to another. The once-peaceful 
ranching community he loves is under attack by a band of criminals who have 
infiltrated law enforcement and corrupted local businesses, and are now 
terrorizing Kohl's own family. Hoping to prevent bloodshed, Kohl tries to 
resolve matters peacefully. But when the group strikes first, he has no choice 
but to go on the attack. Unfortunately for the crew of criminals, Garrett Kohl, 
besides being an elite undercover officer for the DEA, is a battle-hardened 
Green Beret who spent the better part of his career hunting terrorists. 
Although outnumbered and outgunned, Kohl knows the wild and forsaken 
Llano Estacado region of Texas better than anyone. And like so many 
trespassers before them, these murderers will find out the hard way that the 
only thing tougher than this land is the people who call it home. 
 
COLTONS UNUSUAL SUSPECT – MARIE FERRARELLO 

$22.95 
Detective Sean Colton was working another case when he and 
Orla Roberts discovered her murdered father. With her twin 
sister's DNA all over the crime scene, Orla has become a suspect 
and possibly the next victim--no way was Sean letting her out of 
his sight. Because even if the law and the public were crying out 
for justice, she was now his to keep safe. 
 
THE PIS DEADLY CHARADE – ANNA J STEWART  
$22.95 
An ex-con, PI Jason Sutton has ignored his attraction to Kyla 
Bertrand for years, not wanting his past to drag down the up-and-
coming attorney. But his missing person's case and her 
investigation into a friend's murder have connections that require 
joining forces. As they're lured deep into a shadowy underworld, 
proving himself means not only unraveling dangerous mysteries, 

but keeping Kyla alive. 
 
DON’T OPEN THE DOOR – ALLISON BRENAN  
BOOK #2 $27.95 
Book #1 The Sorority Murder. US Marshal Regan Merritt never 
bought the FBI's theory that her ten-year-old son's murder was 
tied to her job. Yet as leads went cold, she'd had to walk away 
from the marshals, the case and her now ex-husband, Grant, who 
blamed her for Chase's death. After Regan receives a chilling voice 

mail from her former boss, Tommy, claiming new information about Chase's 
murder, she can no longer stay away from her pain-filled past. Especially when 
Tommy's murdered before she can return his call. Now more than ever, 
Regan's determined to find the truth, but the more she digs, the more 
evidence points to Grant as the killer's true target. But Grant isn't talking. As 
she tries to pin down her ex, Regan discovers something much bigger and far 
more sinister is at play-and she's running out of people she can trust. 

POINT LAST SEEN – CHRISTINA DODD  
BOOK #1 $27.95 *REPACK* 
When you've already died, there should be nothing left to 
fear... When Adam Ramsdell pulls Elle's half-frozen body from 
the surf on a lonely California beach, she has no memory of 
what her full name is and how she got those bruises ringing her 
throat. Elle finds refuge in Adam's home on the edge of Gothic, 
a remote village located between the steep lonely mountains and 

the raging Pacific Ocean. As flashes of her memory return, Elle faces a terrible 
truth--buried in her mind lurks a secret so dark it could get her killed. 
Everyone in Gothic seems to hide a dark past. Even Adam knows more than 
he will admit. Until Elle can unravel the truth, she doesn't know who to trust, 
when to run and who else might be hurt when the killer who stalks her 
nightmares appears to finish what he started. 

 
THE HANDLER – MP WOODWARD  
$27.95 *REPACK* 
Meredith Morris-Dale is a CIA case officer and a damn good 
one...even if this last mission did go terribly wrong. Now she has 
been summoned back to Langley where she expects to be fired. 
Instead, she is met by the Deputy Director with stunning news. 
A single well-placed CIA mole in Iran's uranium enrichment 

program has kept the terrorist nation from building a bomb by sabotaging the 
performance of their covert centrifuge arrays. But after losing his daughter in 
an airliner shootdown, the mole wants out--leaving the world on the brink. 
His one demand: a reunion with the only handler he ever trusted, John Dale--
Meredith's disgraced, fired, wayward ex-husband. As Meredith and John 
struggle through their fraught relationship, a craven CIA political hierarchy, 
Russian interference, and the rogue spy's manipulation, they must reach deep 
within their shared connection to maintain, recover, or kill the asset. 

 
CLOSE CALL IN COLORADO – CINDI MYERS  
BOOK #4 $22.95 
Start with Eagle Mountain Cliffhanger. Sudden mountain 
"accidents." Climbing ropes mysteriously snapping. Someone 
inside Eagle Mountain Search and Rescue is sabotaging the unit's 
rescues. Now temporary SAR leader Carrie Andrews and nurse 
Danny Irwin must investigate while saving lives. But with every 
call for help a possible trap, can this single mother and charming 

heartbreaker trust each other before it's too late? 
 
WHEN JUSTICE RIDES – B J DANIELS 
BOOK #6 $27.95 
Start with Out of the Storm. Deputy Jaxson Gray has found the 
fresh start he needed in small-town Montana. In Luna Declan, he 
finds something he didn't even know he craved. Wary of getting 
too close, he backs away, only to become enmeshed in a local 
investigation that brings his past and present crashing together. 

Because whoever killed town matriarch Vi Mullen knows about an older crime 
that implicated Jaxson. Luna has heard the rumors swirling around Jaxson, but 
there's a connection between them that makes her determined to clear his 
name. As the local hairdresser and a trained investigator, Luna knows a lot 
about her neighbors. But as she and Jaxson get closer to the truth, they realize 
that someone has secrets they're willing to kill--again and again--to protect. 

LIE TO HER – 
MELINDA LEIGH 
BOOK #6 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Cross Her Heart. 
When a digital marketer is 
found murdered in his backyard
-hands bound and face 

smothered by plastic wrap-Sheriff Bree Taggert and 
criminal investigator Matt Flynn respond to the call. 
Their investigation focuses on the man's dating-app 
profile and the word liar carved into his forehead. 
One day later, the killer strikes again. Both victims 
are players in the internet dating scene. In their 
wake, they leave a trail of hurt--and angry--women. 
But Bree and Matt aren't convinced the motive is as 
simple as it appears. Everyone they interview seems 
to be lying or hiding something. As the list of 
suspects grows, the killer's rage escalates, and he 
leaves a personal and deadly warning for Bree. They 
must act fast. Because someone Bree loves is 
targeted as the next to die. 
 
 
 

STRIKER—ANNA HACKETT  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Wolf, Book #2 Hades. Former MI6 
agent Hadley "Striker" Lockwood found a 
new life in New York working for Sentinel 
Security. Her work fills a hole inside her. Life 
is just how she likes it, and she definitely has 
no desire for a man to mess that up. When her 

next assignment sends her back to London to hunt 
a dangerous arms dealer, she finds herself not only 
face to face with a tempting billionaire, but going 
undercover as his employee. Bennett Knightley left 
the SAS with dark scars scratched on his soul and a 
determination to help in different ways. His 
company Secura makes high-tech gear for soldiers 
around the world, but now it's under attack. 
Shipments are going missing, and his people are 
being targeted. Enter Hadley-intelligent, stubborn, 
beautiful, and with walls a mile thick. Bennett's 
never been tempted to mix business and pleasure, 
but with Hadley in the office he's torn between their 
mission and claiming the maddening woman for 
himself. As Hadley and Bennett close in on their 
enemy, they fight hard against their overwhelming 
attraction.  

FLYNN – KATHRYN NYSSA  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Logan. When Carina Murphy 
is accused of a crime she didn't commit, 
a fresh start in a new town is her only 
option. Unfortunately, Cradle Mountain 
may not be the safe haven she'd 
thought. The son of her new patient 

may be tall, dark and handsome...but he also knows 
all about her past. Former Delta Flynn Talbot was 
kidnapped, separated from his sick mother and 
irrevocably changed. His enemies now dead, he's 
back in his hometown with his teammates, running 
Blue Halo Security, and his mom is his top priority. 
So when it turns out her new nurse has a 
questionable past, Flynn's first instinct is to keep her 
the hell away from his mother. But Carina's 
adamant she's innocent. And something in her deep 
blue eyes makes him inclined to believe her. When 
one too many ill-fated events leave Carina needing 
help, Flynn steps up. It isn't long before both 
discover there's more danger surrounding her than 
they thought. And Flynn will risk everything for the 
woman who's stumbled into his town, into his life 
and into his heart. 
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BONE FROG BACHELOR SERIES – SHARON HAMILTON 
BOOK #1-#5 $70.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Billionaires, Navy SEALs, ex-lovers seeking revenge, terrorists, 
sultans and Indian Ocean pirates, this 5-book series begins with 
an improbable beginning (a one night stand), and winds up in a 
climax of beauty, butterflies and a Happily Ever After worth 
dying for. Enjoy the same couple, Marco Gambini, former Navy 
SEAL, stripped of half his wealth, who owns and operates a 
global security rescue team, and Shannon Marr, former weather 

girl at a Tampa television station. Right from the first chapter of the first book 
in this series, Bone Frog Bachelor, secrets are masked in passion and history 
that threaten the explosive couple's getting together, if it wasn't for the 
strength of the desire they crave for each other. Shannon quickly has to turn in 
her innocence for the man she knew she was destined to marry. Throughout 
all five books she has to continue to step up to the plate to match Marco's 
alpha-male drive in all ways, including the bedroom. Through dangerous 
escapades with criminals, pirates, a sultan's harem and savory characters all 
over the world, including Washington, D.C., she comes to match him, as he 
becomes powerless against her tender touch. An ensemble cast of characters 
from other SEAL series, as well as compelling and dangerous appearances by 
some of the world's worst criminals and pirates, this series arc will have you 
begging for more!  

THE MURDER CLUB – ALICE CASTLE  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with The Murder Mystery. In peaceful Dulwich Village, a 
group of elderly residents meet every week for Bridge Club. Green 
cloths are laid over square tables, the deck is carefully dealt, and 
every beady eye is on the lookout for cheating. Amateur sleuth 
Beth Haldane has never understood the rules, but she's drawn into 
the drama when her mother's bridge partner Alfie Poole is found 

dead. He was last seen heading out for a breath of fresh air after a particularly 
tricky hand. Beth knows poor Alfie was a sweet old man, but when she learns 
he was poisoned it's clear someone wanted him gone... Suspecting skulduggery, 
Beth questions each member of the club. Did the retired doctor slip Alfie a 
sedative? Is the ex-English teacher quite as clumsy as she seems? Or was it 
Alfie's daughter, wanting her inheritance early? Organising a re-enactment of 
the day Alfie was killed, and making sure exactly the same cards are dealt, Beth 
keeps a close eye on who comes up trumps... but then her own mother Wendy 
starts choking on her cup of tea. Thankfully Wendy is rushed to hospital just 
in time: but the poisoner is still on the loose. If Beth plays her cards right, can 
she catch the killer - or is the deck stacked against her? 
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HERE ARE TWO RELEASES FROM KAT MARTIN  
THE LAST MILE  
BOOK #2 $27.95 *REPACK*  
Book #1 The Last Goodnight. When Abigail Holland 
awakes to the sound of a nighttime intruder in her rambling 
Denver Victorian, she knows exactly what the black 
shrouded figure is after--the map she recently inherited 
from her grandfather. Whoever he is, the man who grapples 
with her, then escapes, is willing to kill for the location of a 

treasure King Farrell hunted for more than ten years. The Devil's Gold has 
claimed hundreds of lives, and it was her grandfather's obsession. With a killer 
pursuing her and her own family not to be trusted, Abby decides to take up 
the search herself. But she'll need help to do it, and there's no one better than 
renowned explorer and treasure hunter Gage Logan. Despite the instant 
chemistry between them, Gage is reluctant. Innocent people have been hurt 
on his watch before. But when Abby shows him a genuine gold ingot she 
found with the map, his curiosity is piqued. Before long they're heading 
into the flash floods and brutal winds of the Superstition Mountains, 
straight into a passionate entanglement--and the dark heart of danger. 

AGAINST THE WIND  
BOOK #1 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 2010) 
Secrets don't stay buried long in cattle country. Sarah Allen, 
the beautiful girl who humiliated Jackson Raines in high 
school, is back in town. Not so long ago, she couldn't wait 
to leave Wind Canyon, Wyoming, in her dust. But, recently 
widowed, she has nowhere else to go and finds herself on 
Jackson's ranch. And, despite everything, Jackson's finding 

himself reluctant to get rid of her. Sarah brings her own kind of trouble, and 
he can't resist trouble. Enemies of her dead husband show up making threats, 
thinking she has something they're owed. They're not taking no for an answer, 
but what they will take is the one thing she has left--her daughter--and 
Jackson's the only one who might be able to save little Holly and bring her 
home. 

SPURRED TO JUSTICE – DELORES FOSSEN  
BOOK #4 $22.95 
Start with Sherriff In The Saddle. A taunting text from a serial 
killer gives FBI agent Nolan Dalton only minutes to save the 
next victim. Former cop Adalyn Baxter--and Nolan's ex-
girlfriend--receives the same message. That's just the beginning 
of a cunningly orchestrated plan that unearths a shocking secret 
about Nolan. As the Texas lawman struggles to come to terms 

with his past and protect Adalyn, a madman's end game could bury them 
both. 

 
SHALLOW GRAVE – CASSIE MILES  
$22.95 
Science teacher Daisy Brighton's inheritance incudes a rare and 
legendary gold bullion, rumored to be hidden in a Colorado 
graveyard. However, once she starts searching, what she finds 
instead is a murdered woman and gorgeous Park Service ranger 
A.P. Carter. Though she's a city girl and he's a mountain man, 
their immediate attraction explodes as they track down a serial 

killer...who plans to make Daisy his next victim. 
 

ABSOLUTE FEAR – LISA JACKSON  
$27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 03/07) 
A serial killer is stalking the streets of New Orleans. The victims are 
killed in a ritual fashion, a series of numbers tattooed into their 
bodies. There are no clues, no connections except one: a crumbling 
old asylum that was once the scene of unspeakable madness--and is 
now the calling card of a new kind of fear. Eve Renner knows Our 

Lady of Virtues Hospital well. As the daughter of one of its doctors, she spent 
her childhood exploring its secrets chambers, hidden rooms, and forbidden 
passageways. Now, somewhere in the decaying asylum lies the key to a 
betrayal from the past whose echoes are being felt with a vengeance--a crime 
beyond imagining that seems to lead to Eve herself. As each new body is 
found and forgotten, memories surface, and Eve must race to put together a 
deadly puzzle, one terrifying piece at a time. A killer is watching, planning, 
luring her back to the ruins of Our Lady and the shocking truths hidden there. 
For the sins of the past must be revealed, and the price paid--in blood.  

 
WINED AND DIED IN NEW ORLEANS – ELLYN BYRON  
$25.95 
Book #1 Bayou Book Thief. It's hurricane season in New Orleans 
and vintage cookbook fan Ricki James-Diaz is trying to shelve her 
weather-related fears and focus on her business, Miss Vee's Vintage 
Cookbook and Kitchenware Shop, housed in the magnificent Bon 
Vee Culinary House Museum. Repairs on the property unearth crates 
of very old, very valuable French wine, buried by the home's builder, 

Jean-Louis Charbonnet. Ricki, who's been struggling to attract more 
customers to Miss Vee's, is thrilled when her post about the discovery of this 
long-buried treasure goes viral. She's less thrilled when the post brings distant 
Charbonnet family members out of the woodwork, all clamoring for a cut of 
the wine's sale. When a dead body turns up in Bon Vee's cheery fall 
decorations, the NOPD zeroes in on Eugenia Charbonnet Felice as the prime 
suspect, figuring that as head of the Charbonnet family, she has the most to 
gain. Ricki is determined to uncover the real culprit, but she can't help 
noticing that Eugenia is acting strangely. Ricki wonders what kind of secret 
her mentor has bottled up, and fears what might happen if she uncorks it. 

 
SIX SWEETS UNDER – SARAH FOX  
$25.95 
Former actress Becca Ransom lived her dream in Hollywood for 
seven years before returning to her hometown of Larch Haven, 
known as the Venice of North America. The Vermont town has 
canals instead of roads, gondolas instead of cars, and charming 
cottages plucked from the pages of a fairy tale. It's also where 
Becca is pursuing her newest passion as a chocolatier at True 

Confections, the chocolate shop owned by her grandparents, Lolly and Pops. 
While Becca's testing new flavors and reconnecting with old friends, the town 
is gearing up for the annual Gondola Races, popular with both residents and 
tourists, with one exception. Local curmudgeon Archie Smith wants nothing 
more than to keep tourists away from Larch Haven. He's determined to derail 
this year's event and does his best to stir up trouble for the organizers, 
including Becca's grandfather. Following a heated argument with Pops, Archie 
is found floating face-down in the canal, and Pops finds himself in hot water 
as one of the top suspects. Becca's determined to clear her grandfather's 
name, but when the case heats up, she could be facing a sticky end. 
 



DEATH BY ARTS AND CRAFTS – ALEXIS MORGAN 
BOOK #6 $25.95 
Start with Death by Committee. As the newest member of the 
Snowberry Creek City Council, perpetually overextended Abby 
McCree is picked to liaise between the council and the new 
planning committee for the town's first ever arts and crafts fair. 
As far as gigs go, it's a fun one--Abby's spending the weekend 

tooling around Washington State, checking out similar fairs with her two 
besties, coffee shop owner Bridey Roker, and ceramic artisan Dayna Fisk. As 
Abby spreads the word about Snowberry Creek's fair, recruiting the industry's 
biggest movers and makers, the trip feels like a glittering success. But then, 
someone is found murdered at one of the events and vendors begin 
disappearing amid suspicious circumstances. Abby's determined to keep her 
hands clean, until Dayna finds herself stuck at the top of the suspect list. 
Now, Abby must weave the clues together and clear her friend's name before 
the killer claims another victim--maybe even Abby herself.  s
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Coming next month… 
□ THE DANGEROUS ONE—LORI FOSTER BK #1  
□ DESPERATE ACTS – ALEXANDER IVY BK #5  
□ ANSWERING ATLAS – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #3  
□ UNDERCOVER CONNECTION– HEATHER GRAHAM 
*RI*  
□ HER DARK LIES – JT ELLISON *REPACK*  
□ THE MAIDS DIARY – LORETH ANN WHITE T/P  
□ DON’T BACK DOWN – SHARON SALA BK #1  
□ FORGET WHAT YOU KNOW – CHRISTINE DODD T/P  
□ ONE NIGHT STANDOFF – NICOLE HELM BK #3 

Preorders… 
□ SEAL BROTHERHOOD LEGACY – SHARON HAMILTON BK #1-4 
T/P DUE 18/3 
□ THE NATURE OF SECRETS – DEBRA WEBB BK #2 T/P DUE 18/3 
□ CRIMSON SUMMER – HEATHER GRAHAM BOOK #2 DUE 28/3 
□ LEGACY – NORA ROBERTS *REPACK* DUE 28/3 
□ SET UP IN THE CITY – B J DANIELS BK #4 DUE 28/3 
□ SHOT IN THE DARK – NICOLE HELM BK #4 DUE 28/3 

□ RESCUED BY THE RANCHER – BARB HAN BK #1 DUE 28/3 
□ FIDDLING WITH FATE – DIANE KELLY BK #3 DUE 4/4 
□ TO HOLD AND PROTECT – SANDRA OWENS BK #3 DUE 25/4 
□ IDENTITY – NORA ROBERTS H/C & T/P DUE 23/5 
□ PERIL – MARTIN/ IVY/ ZANETTI DUE 23/5 
□ TARGETED IN SILVER CREEK – DELORES FOSSEN BK #1 DUE 
27/6 
□ DISAPPEARANCE IN DREAD HOLLOW – DEBRA WEBB BK #1  

DESPERADOS CARESS – CARLA SIMPSON  
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
She's one of the first female Pinkerton agents, determined to 
find the man who killed her father. Revel Tyson won't rest 
until the outlaw who'd killed her father is behind bars or 
hanged and she is willing to do whatever it takes to make that 
happen, including freeing the one man who knows where to 
find him. But the man she's chosen to help her find him has 

his own plans, and that doesn't include dying. Jake Reno was about to hang 
when Revel Tyson saved his neck. But dying at the end of a rope might 
have been better than tracking down a notorious outlaw with the 
reputation of killing anyone who goes after him. The bargain: help her find 
Sam Bass in exchange for a full pardon of all his crimes. But he didn't 
bargain for the lady and that stubborn determination. On a dangerous trail 
that will take them through the New Mexico Territory then south into the 
mountains of Mexico, Revel and Jake become the hunted and are forced to 
rely on one another to find a ruthless killer. It's survive or die, and along 
the way both find something they didn't bargain for. For Revel, it's a man 
who won't compromise, won't run, and refuses to take the easy way out 
when she's abducted by a band of Comancheros. For Jake, it's a second 
chance with someone who is beautiful and strong with courage to match, 
and he can't ride away and leave her. Even if it gets them both killed. 

 
CALDER GRIT – JANET DAILEY 
BOOK #2 $25.95 *REPACK* 
Book #1 Calder Brand. Summer 1909: A battle rages in Blue Moon, 
Montana, between immigrant homesteaders and cattlemen 
determined to keep the range free. In a fierce struggle that echoes 
the challenges of today, history is made. Blake Dollarhide is a 
rancher's son and the ambitious young owner of Blue Moon's 

lumber mill. When his spoiled half-brother takes advantage of the innocent 
daughter of a homesteading family, Blake steps in as Hanna Anderson's 
bridegroom to restore her honor and give her unborn child his name. But 
Blake doesn't count on the storm of feelings he develops for sweet Hanna. 
As the range war escalates, everyone wonders if Blake will stand by his 
close-knit community, or the wife he took in name only. A marriage of love 
is more than Hanna ever dreamed of. For her family, surviving the rugged 
trip west, claiming a parcel of land and planting their first crops are all that 
matter. Now, even as she longs to trust the passionate bond between her 
and Blake, Hanna knows it will take courage to overcome their differences. 
And even greater strength to put down roots in this wild new country. 

 
THE MAKING OF HIS MARCHIONESS – LAURI 
ROBINSON  
BOOK #1 $23.95 
After the American Civil War propels widow Clara and her 
daughter to England, they're given refuge by the enigmatic 
Marquess of Clairmount. Being the damsel in distress doesn't 
come easy to independent Clara, so after finding his estate in 
disarray, she seizes her chance to help him. As she plays the role of 

marchioness, her attraction to the guarded marquess is bittersweet, as this 
Cinderella knows she doesn't belong in his aristocratic world. 

REBEL HEARTS – MARTIN/SALA/MORGAN/ET AL  
$40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
From the last stand at the Alamo to the events of today, it's 
apparent that even the most notorious of rebels are capable 
of love... It's been said that the love of a woman can make the 
man. But what if that man is a rebel-an outlaw? When love is 
on the line, can a desperado truly change and be the man that 
every good woman wants and needs? Six best-selling and 
award-winning authors have tackled this challenge. Join along 

as romantics everywhere dive into this whirlwind anthology in search of an 
answer to the question plaguing their hearts... What will it take for a rebel 
to change his ways? Includes “Outlaw Ghost” by Kat Martin, “Hearts 
Great Temptation” by C K Grigger, “Irish Kelly And The Heartbreak Kid” 
by Sharon Sala, “The Reluctant Train Robber” by Jenna Hendricks, 
“Redeeming The Outlaw” by Kit Morgan, and “No Quarter” by Kathleen 
O’Neal Gear.  

RACHELS DECISION – MOLLY JEBBER  
$25.95 
In 1915 Ohio, anyone entering the Amish Charm Bakery is 
greeted by the sweet warmth and delicious fragrance of 
cinnamon and vanilla wafting from freshly baked cookies and 
pies. And newcomers to this Amish community will find 
friendship on the menu, too--and perhaps for a lucky few, 
even lasting love. Rachael Schlabach's first chance for a 

husband ended in a tragic accident that left her with a limp. Though happy 
to work in the beloved Amish Charm Bakery, she hasn't abandoned her 
romantic dreams, but she has focused on a widower with two adorable 
kinner she would love to raise as her own. Then handsome, single Caleb 
Yutzy arrives on the scene. Caleb is eager to court pretty, warm-hearted 
Rachael, and tells her so. But their frank conversations reveal a truth that 
dashes her hopes--Caleb very much wants kinner, the one thing Rachael 
can't give him. Even when Caleb assures her it's no matter she can't bring 
herself to be so selfish. Yet love is beyond all planning, and with faith 
Rachael and Caleb may discover the lifetime of love they were meant to 
share.  

 
HALFWAY TO HEAVEN – SUSAN WIGGS 
BOOK #3 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 2001) 
Book #1 The Charm School, Book #2 The Horsemasters 
Daughter. Washington, DC, 1870s: At a glittering White 
House gala, Abigail Cabot discovers the man of her dreams. 
Only, he's not interested--yet. So the gifted lady astronomer, 
whose passion for measuring stars has left her woefully 
lacking in social graces, seeks someone to educate 

her...someone who is a master at the art of seduction. Jamie Calhoun's 
handsome looks and easy charm have made him as popular on the Senate 
floor as he is with the capital's most attractive women. But secretly, he 
loathes the cynical, manipulative man he's become. Initially, he befriends 
Abigail as a means to a political end, but somewhere along the way, the 
plan goes awry. 
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IN HER HIGHLANDERS BED – LYNSAY SANDS  
BOOK #11 $27.95 
Start with An English Bride in Scotland. Kidnapped and 
forced to wed her clan's enemy, Allissaid MacFarlane had 
risked death to escape. But after a struggle over a plaid she 
tried to "borrow," she awakens in a strange bed with a strange 
man seated in a chair beside her. Unsure if he is friend or foe, 
she claims not to remember her own name or how she'd 

come to be in the clearing. However, the more time she spends with Calan, 
the more she falls for this strong, honorable laird. She soon decides she can 
trust him with her life. . . but can she trust him with her heart? 
 

CONVENIENTLY WED TO THE LAIRD – 
JEANINE ENGLERT  
BOOK #3 $23.95 
Book #1 Eloping With The Laird, Book #2 The Lost Laird 
From Her Past. When new laird, Ewan Stewart, comes across 
a wife for sale at a market, he outbids everyone to rescue her. 
He never intended for Catriona to become his bride, but a 
convenient marriage could secure his clan's future and her 

freedom. They agree that their arrangement must stay free of love, yet 
Catriona's bravery and fire intrigue him. Can Ewan resist falling for his wife
--the one rule he must not break? 

BEGUILING HER ENEMY WARRIOR – LUCY 
MORRIS  
BOOK #3 $23.95 
Book #1 The Viking She Would Have Married, Book #2 
Tempted By Her Outcast Viking. Captured by the infamous 
Lord Rhys, a Welsh prince intent on revenge against her 
family, Viking healer Helga must keep her wits about her if 
she's to be freed. Easier said than done when she desires him 

rather than fears him! Helga senses there's good inside Rhys and feels 
compelled to reach his heart. But first, she must make him see there's more 
to her than just his enemy. 

HER LESSONS IN PERSUASION – MEGAN 
FRAMPTON  
BOOK #1 $27.95 
To Lady Wilhelmina Bettesford, the "game" of finding a 
husband is a competitive sport she wants no part of...until her 
much-younger step mama forces her to play it. So when her 
stepmother asks sexy barrister Bram Townsend to pretend to 
woo the amateur astronomer to boost Wilhelmina's 

popularity, it's up to Wilhelmina to navigate a fake courtship that will keep 
the family from forcing her into a marriage--any marriage--before she 
finally receives the inheritance that will allow her to live as she wants. 

ONE DUKE DOWN – ANNA BENNETT  
BOOK #2 $25.95 
Book #1 Girls Before Earls. Miss Poppy Summers is 
determined to keep her family's fishing business afloat. Her 
poor widowed father has fallen ill, and her foolhardy brother 
has moved to London, leaving her precious little time to read 
or pursue her own dreams. But she'll do anything for her 
family, so she cheerfully spends mornings in her rowboat, 

casting her nets. The very last thing Poppy expects or wants to find tangled 
in them is a dangerously attractive man. Especially one with a head wound-
-who's convinced he's a duke. Andrew Keane is the Duke of Hawking, but 
he's having the devil of a time convincing his fiery-haired rescuer of that 
fact. The truth is he came to the seaside resort of Bellehaven Bay to escape 
his life in London. Unfortunately, someone in Bellehaven wants to kill him-
-and he intends to find out who. He implores Poppy to tend to his injuries 
and hide him on her beach, reasoning it will be easier to find his attacker if 
that man assumes Keane is already dead. She wants no part of the scheme 
but can't refuse the generous sum he offers in exchange for food and 
shelter while he recovers. It's a mutually beneficial business 
arrangement...nothing more. 

 
MARRIAGE DEAL WITH THE EARL – LIZ TYNER  
$23.95 
Widowed Susanna isn't looking to remarry, but her late 
husband's debts mean she's open to an old friend's 
proposition... Last time she saw Quinton Langford, he was 
content being a physician, but after unexpectedly becoming 
an earl, he needs a wife to navigate Society. When Susanna 
agrees to his proposal of a marriage on paper, she never 

expects long buried feelings to resurface and threaten to derail their 
agreement! 

 
HOW TO WOO A RELUCTANT LADY – SABRINA 
JEFFRIES  
BOOK #3 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/11) 
Book #1 The Truth About Lord Stoneville, Book #2 A 
Hellion in her Bed. Lady Minerva Sharpe's grandmother has 
a life-changing ultimatum for her inheritance--get married. 
But Lady Minerva believes she's come up with the perfect 
plan--embark on a fake engagement to a notorious rogue. 

Surely her grandmother would rather release her inheritance than have her 
married to a scoundrel. She just has to find one to play the part. Luckily, 
there's the wild barrister Giles Masters, the same man who has haunted her 
thoughts since he kissed her on her nineteenth birthday. Of course, she has 
no intention of falling for such a rake, much less marrying him. But soon, 
their fake betrothal leads to very real desire. 

KISSING THE HIGHLAND 
TWIN – AMY JARECKI  
BOOK #4 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK 
Start with A Duke By 
Scot. When Lord Andrew 
MacGalloway agrees to attend a 
house party, posing as his twin, 

he does so with good intentions. After all, it 
wouldn't be fair to his brother's fiancé if he did not 
assume his twin's mantle. Though an 
inconvenience, he fully intends to make the event 
pleasant for Miss Eugenia Radcliffe, engaging her 
in idle chat, long, chaperoned walks, and dancing 
the appropriate number of waltzes. Except 
carefully laid plans when one is impersonating his 
brother tend to go awry, especially given identical 
twins are not exact replicas of one another. When 
Eugenia discovers Andrew is not the man to 
whom she is betrothed, she is humiliated and 
distraught. Prior to arriving at the party, she 
suspected her fiancé would not honor his promise 
of marriage, and now she has proof. With no other 
choice, Eugenia renounces the engagement. 
Unable to remain in Scotland a moment longer, 
she flees. Andrew feels dreadful for this untoward 
turn of events and races after the lass, determined 
to save her from ruin. But does the resolute beauty 
want to be rescued by the dashing Highlander, or 
might she have other adventures in mind? 

HIGHLAND RECKONING – 
WILLA BLAIR  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Highland Prodigy, Book #2 
Highland Memories. Drummond Lathan 
has never wished for any form of the 
strange talents that curse his mother's 
bloodline. Serving as his father's advisor, 

negotiator, and second in command, his position 
as Lathan heir and his highly honed skill as a 
warrior garner him more than enough attention 
without the added burden of the whispers his 
talented siblings have to bear. Morven MacComas 
knows the destructive power of whispers. A year 
and a day after handfasting, her husband denied 
her and disappeared, leaving her disgraced and 
brokenhearted. When she discovered he also left 
her pregnant, she vowed that there would be but 
one love in her life-her child. Five years later, even 
as she struggles to deny her attraction to the 
visiting Lathan heir, Morven fears his recent arrival 
is somehow linked to a daring daylight raid on her 
clan. Along with cattle, reivers have taken her son. 
Drummond has always had a knack for finding lost 
things, but believes his success as simple good 
fortune. As the attraction between Drummond and 
Morven grows, his attachment to her could lead to 
the boy-if Drummond can accept that his talent is 
real. And if Morven can allow herself to trust in 
love again before her son is lost forever. 

HIGHLAND ROSE – CELESTE 
BARCLAY 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Rose Kyla, named for her 
grandmothers and the oldest 
granddaughter of the renowned Laird 
Liam Sinclair, assumes a visit to her 
great aunt and uncle will be the same 

as always. But the merriment among the 
Sutherlands ends abruptly when the Highlander, 
Blaine Keith, arrives, seeking support against the 
clan that has plagued the Sutherlands and Sinclairs 
for three generations. Unbeknownst to anyone, 
Rose Kyla has an ally among their common enemy. 
Can Rose Kyla convince her family in time to trust 
her judgment? Can she convince Blaine to trust her 
secret connection in a clan determined to destroy 
his? Blaine Keith, freshly off yet another 
battlefield, arrives amidst a family gathering of 
Camerons, Sutherlands, and Sinclairs when he 
seeks support from Laird Cameron against Clan 
Gunn. The strawberry-blonde beauty he meets 
threatens to distract him from his mission and 
demands from his family threaten to change the 
course of his life. There are no lengths Blaine 
won't go to as he proves to Rose Kyla that his 
feelings aren't fleeting. Can Blaine satisfy his 
family's expectations while keeping the woman he 
loves? Can he put aside his fears for Rose Kyla and 
trust a friend among the enemy?  



THE DUKE DEAL – VALERIE BOWMAN  
BOOK #1 $24.95  
When Veronica said "I do" to Sebastian Sinclair, Duke of 
Edgefield, she thought all her dreams had come true. He was 
dashing and doting, and she absolutely adored him-until he 
betrayed her trust, shattering their marriage, and her heart, into a 
million tiny bits. She hasn't seen her husband in the two years 
since, and she'd just as soon make it twenty. But when she learns 

that her beloved grandfather's dying wish is for her and Sebastian to attend the 
family's Christmastide celebration, she swallows her pride and asks him a favor: 
to pretend they're the happy couple they once were. Sebastian is shocked to find 
his lovely duchess on his doorstep, but he's ready and willing to play the part of 
a devoted husband for the Christmas season...if Veronica will grant him a favor 
in return. All he asks is that she share his bed every night. All night. And maybe 
even give him the heir he needs. Veronica must be mad to agree-especially since 
Sebastian seems intent on using every weapon in his arsenal to charm and 
seduce her. She knows it's just pretend and yet, she can't help but wonder if the 
falling snow and Christmas cheer will work a little magic. Maybe she and 
Sebastian will end up with more than either of them bargained for… 
 

A SEASON OF FLIRTATION – JULIA JUSTISS 
BOOK #1 $23.95 
When Lady Laura Pomeroy offers to give her friend lessons on 
surviving the Season, she doesn't expect her friend's brother to join! 
Banker Miles Rochdale is dubious of the aristocracy and clearly 
thinks Laura is shallow and silly. Frustratingly, mathematical 
genius Laura finds herself attracted to him and enjoys challenging 
his assumptions. But, as a marquess's daughter, there's no point 

impressing Miles because she'll never be allowed to marry someone in the 
trade… 
 

HIS INHERITED DUCHESS – BRONWYN SCOTT  
BOOK #2 $23.95 
Book #1 Miss Claiborne’s Illicit Attraction. With his promotion 
to Duke of Darlington after his cousin's strange passing, 
carefree rake Logan Maddox must bear the responsibility of a 
new household shrouded in mystery... And no one is more 
mysterious than the newly widowed duchess, Olivia de Lacey. 
Uncovering the truth about his dukedom is one thing--

unraveling Olivia is a challenge Logan never anticipated but cannot resist! 

HERES A NEW SERIES WEVE FOUND 
FROM AMANDA MCCABE 
ONE NAUGHTY NIGHT BOOK #1 

$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
A hundred years has passed 
since the bitter rivalry 
between the St. Claires and 
the Huntingtons began. But 
in London, the feud goes 
on. Lily St. Claire will do anything for 
the family that saved her from the 

streets. With their support, the young widow has 
become the hostess of The Devil's Fancy, 
London's most exclusive gaming den. She's 
determined to restore the St. Claire family fortune, 
lost a century before to the despised Huntington 
clan. But a ghost from her past may be her 
ultimate undoing. Lord Aidan Huntington is 
handsome and wealthy, with a taste for adventure 
and a reputation for wickedness. A gambler and a 
rake, Aidan can't resist a seductive woman with 
secrets - but one naughty night with Lily leaves 
him wanting more. As Lily is drawn into London's 
dark underworld by an old enemy, Aidan will risk 
everything to save the woman who has awakened 

his deepest desires. 
TWO SINFUL SECRETS  
BOOK #2 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
A hundred years has passed since the 
bitter rivalry between the St. Claires 
and the Huntingtons began. 
But in London, the feud goes 

on. Lady Sophia Huntington isn't what she 
appears to be. Born into a noble family, the 
impulsive, wild-hearted beauty has fallen on 
difficult times. Banished from her home, 
Sophia dreams of the day she can finally win 
her father's forgiveness and return to 
London. Until the sudden appearance of a suitor 
from the scandalous St. Claire family threatens to 
reveal her darkest secrets. Dominic St. Claire vows 
to exact revenge upon the Huntingtons, who 
destroyed his family's fortune generations ago. His 
perfect target is the lovely but proud Lady Sophia. 
After using her to discover the Huntingtons' 
financial secrets, he will cause a great scandal by 
eloping-and then abandoning his bride. But his 
plot soon unravels when he finds his own heart 
ensnared-in a trap not of his own making. 

 

 

 

CLAIRE DELACROIX’S NEW SERIES CONTINUES 
THE CHRISTMAS CONQUEST  
BOOK #1 $29.95 TRADE P/B 
Rhys Bettencourt, Baron Trevelaine, had every 
intention of avoiding his family's curse. An 
arranged marriage to a plain bluestocking of 
fortune should have ensured the provision of 
at least one heir. After all, it was beloved 
Bettencourt wives who always died in 

childbirth. But practical Catherine undermined her 
husband's scheme by stealing his heart. The only 
way for Rhys to protect her is to deny them both 
physical satisfaction, against his own desires. 
Catherine Carruthers was content to wed for 
practical considerations and accept an arranged 
marriage to please her family. Two years later, 
though, Catherine is certain that her husband 
regrets his choice and that her marriage will never 
be more. She accepts an invitation to Rockmorton 
Manor for Christmas to decide whether to leave 
Rhys and return to her father's house. Upon 
arrival, though, Catherine discovers pages of 
sensual advice left in her room-as well as Rhys 
determined to convince her to stay. Can their 
marriage be saved? Armed with information and 
with little to lose, Catherine embarks upon a 
campaign of seduction that Rhys is powerless to 
resist-even as he fears for Catherine's fate if he 
surrenders to temptation. Caught between love 
and the wretched curse, can Rhys find a way to 
keep his cherished wife safely by his side? 

THE MASQUERADE OF THE 
MARCHIONESS  
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Philomena Wright, Marchioness of 
Arlingview, is universally admired for her 
intellect, good sense and charitable efforts 
on behalf of widows and orphans. A 
woman with every advantage, she also has a 

guilty secret: in truth, she is Philomena's twin 
sister, Penelope. Dreading spinsterhood, she 
attends a masquerade ball in the hope of finding a 
suitor before admitting the truth-only to encounter 
a gentleman who stirs her like no other. Garrett 
Wright misses the purpose-and the peril-of his 
work as a spy during the war and is bored with his 
disguise as a reckless rake. When he agrees to help 
unveil a jewel thief preying upon London society, 
he is beguiled by a beauty who awakens a dream-
and becomes determined to unveil the truth, 
whatever the cost. When he finds stolen gems in 
her possession, Garrett fears his lady has a more 
dangerous secret than her identity. Forced to 
choose between honor and love, how will he both 
fulfill his duty and secure a happy future with the 
woman who has captured his heart forever? 

BEAUTY AND THE 
THIEF—SHANA GALEN  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE 
P/BACK 
Callahan Kelly is a conman, pure and 
simple. With his dark hair, dark eyes, 
and dimpled smile, he can smooth 
talk anyone out of anything and has a 

keen nose for sniffing out liars and thieves. So 
clearly someone somewhere made a mistake 
including him on a train heading toward a training 
ground with an elite group of agents for the 
Crown. But Baron, the leader of the newly formed 
Royal Saboteurs, makes a deal with Callahan: stay 
until his troubles in London die down, and if he 
still wants to go, he’ll be paid and discharged. But 
Cal finds the training at the camp fascinating, and 
even more intriguing is Bridget, the red-haired 
beauty who’s immune to his charm. When Cal is 
asked to partner with Bridget to infiltrate a group 
of Irish separatists or return to London, the choice 
is neither simple nor easy. Bridget Murray was sent 
from London to serve as Baron’s secretary. She 
never expected to be given the chance to carry out 
a mission for the Royal Saboteurs. She doesn’t like 
Callahan Kelly from the moment she meets him. 
But when they’re paired to infiltrate the Irish 
nationalists, she reluctantly agrees to pose as his 
wife. Living in close quarters with Callahan isn’t as 
awful as she expected, and that’s just the problem. 
The closer they become and the more real the 
danger surrounding him, the more she realizes she 
doesn’t ever want to let him go  
 

A RUSTLE OF SILK – ALYS 
CLARE  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Surgeon Gabriel Taverner finds it 
difficult to gain the locals' trust as he 
attempts to reestablish himself as a 
country physician in rural Devon, 

England. A series of disturbing incidents 
convinces him that at least one person does not 
welcome his presence. Called out to examine a 
partially decomposed body found beside the river, 
Gabriel discovers that he has a personal 
connection to the dead man. Teaming up with 
Coroner Theophilus Davey to find out how the 
man died, Gabriel uncovers some darker aspects 
of the lucrative silk trade which operates from 
nearby Plymouth. The more he finds out, the more 
apparent it becomes that the people closest to him 
have been keeping secrets. 
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THE LADY TAKES IT ALL – TERRI BRISBIN  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Joshua Robertson, a minor diplomat with distant noble 
connections, traveled the world in service to the Crown until he 
made his name with the amazing discovery of a buried Roman 
town in Northern Africa. However, rumors and innuendo 
threatened both his reputation and his work until he 
unexpectedly inherits a title and some lands from a distant 

relative. Now, protected by the title, no honorable man would raise the 
questions that plagued him from his past-questions about a partner who was 
cheated and never shared in the glory of the discoveries. Rumors of thievery 
and scandal and worse. Certainly, no man would, but a woman might. And 
does. Arabella MacGibbon spent her childhood watching her father's decline 
and death because he was shamed and shunned as an impostor. Embittered 
and certain that the now-Lord cheated her father and contributed to his 
death, Arabella is determined to find proof of his perfidy and to reclaim her 
family's honor. To do that, she must get close to the man and get access to 
his papers and records. Disguising her identity and being hired as his 
housekeeper may be the perfect opportunity to do it. But what happens if 
the truth is inconvenient at best and dangerous at worst? Can her plan 
succeed if Arabella discovers there's so much more to the man and the myth 
than she dreamt possible? 

 
LOVE ON THE LINE – ANABELLE BRYANT 
BOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
In the hedonistic world of Vauxhall Gardens, a place where 
London's aristocracy pursues daring entertainment and sensual 
pleasures, desire overrules status, prejudice, and societal 
censure. When Lola York meets Theodore Coventry, Earl of 
Essex, their chemistry is undeniable, but she knows better than 

to yearn for forbidden love. That is, until their involvement becomes 
unavoidable and Lola realizes the most dangerous risk of all is the one that 
threatens her heart. 

FELL IN LOVE WITH AN EARL – ANNA BRADLEY  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Not Just Any Earl, Book #2 Odd Earl Out. There 
aren’t many young ladies who’d be eager to accept a governess 
position with wild twin boys in a lonely castle deep in the 
Oxfordshire countryside, but Helena Templeton has never been 
much like other young ladies. She’s just settled into her new post 
when the boys’ father, the rakish Earl of Hawke returns home 

unexpectedly, half-dressed and fleeing his latest London scandal. Adrian 
Chatham wasn’t aware he even had a governess until her returns home after 
months of London debauchery have failed to chase his dead wife’s memory 
from his mind. The last thing he wants is a high-handed, meddlesome chit 
like Helena Templeton in his house, but his boys need her, and maybe, just 
maybe…he does, too. But just as they’ve reached a fragile truce, Helena’s 
sisters summon her home. Heartbroken, she leaves Hawke’s Run, but Adrian 
isn’t willing to let her go so easily. He wants Helena to use her miraculous 
matchmaking skills to find him a wife, and he has just the lady in mind.  

 
THE DUKE GETS EVEN – JOANNA SHUPE 
BOOK #4 $27.95 
Start with The Heiress Hunt. To escape the shackles of 
marriage, Nellie Young purposely ruined her reputation a long 
time ago. Now she dedicates herself to hedonistic pleasures 
only, like kissing a handsome stranger in the ocean under the 
moonlight. To save his estate, the proper Duke of Lockwood 
must marry the perfect bride--wealthy, with an unblemished 

reputation. While in New York he's the perfect gentleman, and no one 
knows he's suppressing his darkest desires. The last thing he needs is another 
scandal. Except Nellie sees through Lockwood's charade, straight to the real 
man underneath. This uptight duke is far more than he lets on, and she can't 
resist him. Their secret affair turns scorching, far more than either expected. 
And when his beautiful rebel finds an unconventional cause, Lockwood has 
to decide if he's willing to sacrifice everything to keep her. 

Coming next month… 
□ LADY AND THE SCAMP– SHANA GALEN BK #2 T/P  
□ LADY OF FORTUNE – MARY JO PUTNEY *REISSUE*  
□THE DUKES SECRET CINDERELLA – EVA DEVON BK3  
□ THE COUNTERFEIT SCOUNDREL – LORRAINE HEATH BK #1  
□ A GENTLEMEN OUGHT TO KNOW – JANE ASHFORD BK #4  
□ MISS FLIBBERTIGIBBET AND THE BARBARIAN – STEPHANIE LAURENS 
T/P 
□ THE HEIRESS AT SEA – CHRISTI CALDWELL T/P  
□ CURLED UP WITH AN EARL – AMY ROSE BENNETT BK #2  
□ MURDER ON MADISON SQUARE – VICTORIA THOMPSON  
□ THE PORTRAIT OF A DUCHESS – SCARLET PECKHAM BK #2  
□ NEVER SEDUCE A DUKE – VIVIENNE LORRETT BK #5 
□ THE UNTAMED WARRIORS BRIDE – MICHELLE 
WILLINGHAM 
□ THE BERSERKERS BRIDE – LAURA STRICKLAND BK #1 T/P 
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PREORDERS… 
□ SAVED BY THE BELLE – SHANA GALEN BK #3 T/P DUE 14/3 
□A KISS IN THE MOONLIGHT – CATHY MAXWELL BK #1 DUE 
28/3 
□ THE WIDOWS WAGER – CLAIR DELACOROIX BK #3 T/P 
DUE 28/3 
□ THE SHAMANS BRIDE – LAURA STRICKLAND BK #2 T/P 
DUE 28/3 
□ A ROGUES RULES FOR SEDUCTION – EVA LEIGH BK #3 DUE 
25/4 
□ FOR A SCOTS HEART ONLY – GINA CONKLE DUE 25/4 
□ HOW TO BEST A MARQUESS – JANA MACGREGOR BK #3 
DUE 25/4 
□ THE BRIDE WORE WHITE – AMANDA QUICK BK #7 H/C & 
T/P DUE 2/5 
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BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Working in the ER, Maeve has seen 
some weird stuff, like the guy with 
numerous gunshot wounds who 
literally hops off the operating table 
and walks out. Which isn't as strange 

as the people who claim they saw a wolf running 
out the main doors of the hospital. All par for the 
course on a full-moon shift. What Maeve doesn't 
know is she saved the life of the local Alpha. 
Griffin is tough, and those who tried to kill him will 
regret their failure, because he is now out for 
revenge. The problem is identifying the enemy. Is it 
the rival wolf gang over the river, or a stranger 
trying to steal his Pack? The answer appears to be 
tangled up with the doctor who operated on him. A 
woman with a delectable scent-and secrets.  What 
does Maeve have to do with the violence targeting 
his Pack? And what will the sexy doctor say when 
she realizes he doesn't just howl in bed? 
 
 

SPECIAL MONSTERS UNIT  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Some people are born to greatness. My 
mother wanted to strangle me at birth. 
I've not had an easy life, not in a world 
that thrives on magic. Spells to 
reinforce buildings. Hexes to give you 
the face of a supermodel. Or so I've 

been told. No one can hide their true face from me, 
and people get ugly when they find out my 
presence is the reason magic shrivels and dies. It's 
not as cool as it sounds, so when I'm offered a job 
with the Special Monsters Unit, I take a chance and 
join a misfit crew to find out why the town of 
Nexus is a magnet for cryptids. At least I'm part of 
a team. I'm making friends. I'm Finding out secrets 
about my past that are hard to handle. But my 
emotional scars will have to wait until after we deal 
with the monsters. Especially those with human 
faces. take her pleasures and give none of her self. 
While Mara discovers how different Cal is from the 
rigid, self-righteous invaders, Cal confirms that a 
Balti temptress is impossible to deny. Caught in the 
planet's tide of change, with his assignment rushing 
to its end and her people driven toward revolt, Cal 
and Mara must decide if their present matters more 
than her past and his future. 

QUEEN OF DUST – H E DARE  
$27.95 
Mara Leanor is the last of her kind--
the last Balti temptress, a woman 
schooled in the art of pleasures great 
and small. She's waited years to return 
to her home planet only to find that 
Balti, once lush and beautiful, is losing 

its battle with the enemy occupation she despises. 
Harder to despise is Calvy D'Aldiern, the enemy 
captain turned bodyguard assigned to protect her, 
who seems intent on breaking down her walls 
instead. Cal has one shot at getting back to his unit: 
proving he can follow orders without doing 
anything stupid. Like falling for the woman slipping 
into his bed to take her pleasures and give none of 
her self. While Mara discovers how different Cal is 
from the rigid, self-righteous invaders, Cal confirms 
that a Balti temptress is impossible to deny. Caught 
in the planet's tide of change, with his assignment 
rushing to its end and her people driven toward 
revolt, Cal and Mara must decide if their present 
matters more than her past and his future. 

EVE LANGLAIS HAS TWO 
RELEASES THIS MONTH 



CLAWS AND BLADES  
BOOK #6.5 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Blade Song.  Short Stories from the Kit Colbana World. A 
Stroke of Dumb Luck. Kit Colbana, scion to an ancient legacy, 
outcast, loner. She's trying to locate a friend's missing daughter, 
and she's outmatched in every way. Not that she'll let that stop 
her.Bladed Magic. For the first time in her life, Kit Colbana's 
life was going just fine...then she finds herself tangled up with a 

green-eyed witch by the name of Justin. He's looking for somebody and 
seems to think she can help. Damon I love to watch you work...What the bitch 
queen--aka Annette, Alpha of the Southern Cat Clans--meant was...I love to 
watch you kill. Damon Lee has been hiding his claws, his teeth and his strength 
from the Orlando Alpha as he bides his time. Doyle. Doyle Channing. Hu-
man. Tiger. Aneiri. Alone. Always on the outside, even in a clan. Now, as his 
dominance grows and threatens to spill out in a wave of violence, he might 
have to choose between staying with the only family he's ever known, strik-
ing out to lead a solitary life or spill blood of those loyal to the clan...and the 
few he calls family. Proceed with Caution. Miscellaneous POVs and vi-
gnettes from characters in the Colbana World.  

HERE ARE TWO BOOKS BY JC DANIELS THAT WE 
MISSED 
HAUNTED MAGIC  
BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Witches, especially healers like Colleen Antrim, weren't made to 
be warriors. Only a select few were born with the aggressive 
mentality and the offensive magic needed to protect others. 
This never struck her as a lack--Colleen was born to heal and 

nurture. That was her nature. Until it wasn't...When the man she's loved for 
years is used as a weapon against her, something within her shatters, a funda-
mental shift that changes the very foundation of who she is. Forced to use 
her powerful gifts in ways they were never meant to be used, the very core of 
who she is shatters. Magic made her. Then it broke her. Now it haunts 
her...and she doesn't know if she can find her back. 

CHELLE BLISS’S MEN OF INKED:HEAT WAVE 
SERIES IS A FANTASTIC READ! LET US KNOW 
IF YOU WANT TO GIVE IT’S A GO 
TORCH  
BOOK #11 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Flame. Trace Caldo’s smart mouth always gets 
him in trouble. As the youngest of three brothers, he’s 
used to scrapping to earn respect. But when he picks a fight 

with the wrong person, Trace ends up kidnapped, bound, and blindfolded 
with no hope for escape. And when a beautiful woman comes to his rescue 
and offers him a way to staying alive, Trace can’t refuse her. Ana Marie 
Kelly appears to live a charmed life. Raised in a wealthy family, she has 
everything a woman can want—if you don’t count freedom. Ana’s always 
been under her father’s thumb, expected to do as she’s told and not bring 
shame upon the family. But when Ana makes a mistake that could send her 
life in a tailspin, she can only think of one way out—the handsome man in 
her father’s garage.…and their only way out is to say, “I do.”  

DEEP WATERS—THOM COLLINS  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 North Point, Book #2 Safe Harbor. Author Christian 
Costner is researching material for one of his dark thrillers, and 
Nyemouth seems like the perfect setting for his next book. The 
small seaside town has witnessed plenty of trouble over the 
years, and Christian thinks it will provide him with the 
inspiration he needs. He hires local tour guide and fisherman 

Harry Renner to help him explore the coastline for a couple of days. Harry is 
knowledgeable and mature beyond his twenty-eight years. Handsome, too, 
though Christian thinks Harry is far too young for him. As the weather 
worsens, Harry cuts short their first sightseeing trip. Heading back to shore, 
they spot a figure in distress in the water. A difficult rescue is made far worse 
when they discover that the casualty has a knife wound to his abdomen and 
dies before they reach the safety of the harbour. United by the trauma, 
Christian and Harry find comfort in each other, but when another murder 
comes to light, they find themselves at the heart of a dangerous mystery and 
the target of a killer more ruthless than they could ever imagine. 
 
GRIFFIN DAYS AND PIXIE NIGHTS—BAILEY BRADFORD 

BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Dragon Dreams and Fairy Wings, Book #2 Wyvern 
Ways and Elven Magic. Gage is the most dedicated of the 
kingdom's powerful griffin shifter Guardians. He'll do anything 
to close a case...even if his commander says not to. Now Gage is 
fuming. Being reassigned to the World Magic Convention is bad 
enough. Babysitting the keynote speaker is worse. But the 
absolute pits? He has to work with a good-for-nothing pixie! 

Daire the pixie is a lazy ne'er-do-well chancer...one who's failed to charm his 
green-eyed, pointed-eared way out of trouble this time and is on his last 
chance. Being given community service is crap. Doing it as local liaison at 
some stupid convention is even crappier. But the crappiest of all? He has to 
work with a stick-up-his-ass griffin! Sparks blaze, the pair get into a heated 
fight...and have the hottest sex ever. And that's just their first meeting. 
Morning brings not just shock and remorse, but the loss of the VIP they 
were guarding, kidnapped while they were...busy. Hells! But Gage has never 
failed on a mission yet, and Daire doesn't want a prison stretch, so there's 

only one thing to do. Form the unlikeliest partnership ever and solve the 
case themselves. And try not to have sex or kill each other along the way. 

911 VAMPIRE – CALEB JAMES 
$29.95 
A vampire succubus created during the Black Plague, Godfrey 
works as a Boston paramedic and battles loneliness and 
exhaustion as he fights to keep humanity safe from twin COVID 
and opioid epidemics. He has always pursued that which provides 
him hope--medicine, the cello... love. But yielding to his feelings 
for his work partner, Trevor, would conflict with Godfrey's 

complicated moral code. Instead he feeds on sexual energy when he must and 
investigates a drug ring in his spare time. But even a vampire can't ignore his 
feelings forever. 

 
CHARLIE COCHET IS FINALLY CONTINUING THE 
TIN SERIES 
COLD LIGHT OF DAY  
BOOK #1.5 $23.95 
Book #1 Gone But Not Forgotten. Reaper. Fang. Caine… An alias 
for each life lived. Government operative turned assassin, Wolf, 
had lived in the shadows until a secret cabal forced him into the 

light. The last thing Wolf needed was a confrontation with what—and who—
he’d left behind. Now there’s no going back. Agent. Torturer. Killer… An identity 
fueled by pain. Growing a conscience had not been part of the plan, but what 
did Wolf expect after letting certain annoying do-gooders into his life? If 
having to endure a season of Christmas cheer wasn’t bad enough, Wolf accepts 
an invitation to spend the blasted holiday with the biggest do-gooder of all, 
Sean Belmonte, his dead partner’s brother. Sean has no idea what prompted 
him to ask the mysterious Englishman over for Christmas, but as soon as the 
handsome wolf Therian walks through his door, Sean is captivated. He’s never 
met anyone like Caine. The more time they spend together, the more obvious 
their attraction becomes. Can Sean get Caine to let down his guard? One 
thing’s for sure. It’ll be a Christmas neither of them will soon forget. 
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Coming next month… 
□ DANGEROUS – COCHET/BLAKE BK #2 T/P  

□ THE BODYGUARDS FAMILIAR – TJ NICHOLS BK #10 T/P 

Preorders…  
□ GO DOWN IN FLAMES – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 DUE DTBD 
□ HEATED RIVALRY – RACHEL REID BK #2 
□ LOST AND FOUND – ANDREW GREY $29.95 *REPACK* 

Coming next month… 
 □ BARBARIANS PRIZE—RUBY DIXON BK #5 T/P  
□ MAN CANDY—VANESSA VALE BK #2 T/P  

□ BAMBI – EVE LANGLAS T/P $35.00  

□ IN ISABEAUS EYES – LORA LEIGH BK #1 T/P  

Forthcoming… 

□ HIDDEN MONSTER RUINS – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P 
DUE 21/3 

□ BIG BAD GRUFF – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P DUE 18/4  
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 PORTAL WARRIORS – 
MICHELLE M PILLOW  
$80.00 *4 IN 1* 800 PAGES 
TRADE P/BACK 
Lilith Enraptured. Sorin of Firewall 
lives in a land forever at war. In fact, 
the Starian men are so busy fighting, 
their marriage ceremony has been 

reduced to an alpha male "will of the gods" event 
where they simply pick a woman out of a lineup 
and claim her as a wife. With women becoming 
scarce, it's necessary to trade the off-world Divinity 
Corporation for brides. Duty-bound to attend the 
ceremony, he has no intention of picking a bride, 
let alone one from another dimension. That is, until 
he sees Lilith, the bewitching woman sent by the 
gods to reward or punish him. Fighting Lady 
Jayne.  Ronen of Firewall longs for a woman to 
warm his bed and his home, but he had no 
intention of choosing a bride. In an unprecedented 
move, one chooses him. Never in the history of the 
marriage ceremony has a woman dared to lay claim. 
How can he resist the alluring Lady Jayne? She's 
confident and sure in her decision to be with him-
until their wedding night when she's nowhere to be 
found. But, Ronen is not one to shy from a battle. 
He will find Jayne and, when he does, he will do 
everything he can to tame the heart of his wayward 
wife. Keeping Paige.  Ordered by the king to 
marry, the warrior Sir Aidan of Fallenrock is dead 
set against taking a bartered bride from a parallel 
plane. He believes his people should be patient and 
wait for the gods to bless them. When the beautiful 
Lady Paige comes through the sacred rings, kissing 
him like she knows their joined fate, Aidan's sure 
he's being rewarded-until his new bride tries to 
back out of their marriage. Taking Karre. Warrior 
Sir Vidar of Spearhead is too busy guarding the 
borderlands of his war-torn country to bother with 
the headache of selecting a bride. Ordered to marry 
by the king, he plans to grab a woman and get back 
to the war front, never to think of it again. That is 
until he meets the alluring Lady Karre with her 
teasing eyes, lush lips, and irresistible ways. 
 
 

NIGHT OF THE NYMPH – 
BIANCA D’ARC  
BOOK #2 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Dance of the Dryad. Crystal 
is driving across the state for a job 
interview when she feels a pressing 
need to stop her car and get out. She’s 
on the edge of a woodland and she 

finds herself drawn within to help the trees that are 
crying out for her attention. Marco senses the 
trespasser and expects a confrontation. What he 
finds is something altogether different. A beautiful, 
magical woman walking through his woodland, 
talking to the trees. Enchanted by her innocent 
magic, he must discover why she is there and what 
she intends to do. The estate has an evil history and 
he’s been working to reclaim it for the forces of 
Light, but he’ll have to fight his own dark desires 
for this woman to discover if she is one of the 
good guys...or very, very bad. Crystal’s unique 
abilities allow them to discover what has been 
sickening the trees, and they must work together to 
protect the entire world from the evil that lurks just 
below the surface. Will they prevail, and can they 
find a way to be together when she is a child of the 
daylight and he is a creature of the night? 
 
FATAL PHANTASM – MAGGIE SHAYNE  

$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Jack's ex shows up out of the blue to 
ask for help with her dearly departed 
husband-who might not be so 
departed. Kiley-who didn't even know 
Jack had an ex, is determined to take 
the case from the rich widow, who is 
offering big bucks. A weekend in 

paradise seems like a fun break to Maya, except that 
both Johnny, the guy she's stuck on, and Joe, the 
guy she's pretending to be stuck on are coming too. 
So the gang head to the private island mansion of 
the widow, where nothing is as it seems, and soon, 
they are cut off from civilization with no boat, no 
phone, and no help on the way, as a hurricane 
bears down on an island crawling with cultish 
killers who'll sacrifice anyone who tries to stop 
them from getting what they want. Immortality. 

SATE THE DARKNESS – 
ALEXANDRA IVY 
BOOK #20 $35.00 TRADE P/
BACK 
Start with When Darkness Comes 
Ryshi--half-jinn, half-imp--is the only 
male who has ever managed to slip 
through the minotaur labyrinth and 

lived to tell the tale. He wasn't so lucky when it 
came to stealing prized vampire artifacts. Caught 
and imprisoned, he now has a chance at freedom if 
he can rescue the gargoyle Levet from that same 
labyrinth. But he'll have a minder on his mission in 
the petite, enticing form of Sofie, the vampire he's 
been fantasizing about for a very long time. Sofie is 
shunned and feared for her ability to control others' 
minds. She didn't ask for that gift, and she certainly 
doesn't want to use those powers to control this 
gorgeous, sensual demon. Too bad a request from 
the Anasso isn't up for debate. To rescue the 
gargoyle, she and Ryshi have to work closely 
together, and Sofie is compelled to lower her 
defenses around him in every way--though she 
expects him to disappear the moment their task is 
complete. But now that Ryshi has glimpsed what 
his future could be with Sofie, he's ready to fight 
for her trust, even against the darkness within.  

CROWBONES – ANNE BISHOP  
BOOK #3 $27.95 *REPACK* 
Book #1 Lake Silence, Book #2 Wild Country. Deep in the 
territory controlled by the Others-shape-shifters, vampires, and 
even deadlier paranormal beings-Vicki DeVine has made a new 
life for herself running The Jumble, a rustic resort. When she 
decides to host a gathering of friends and guests for Trickster 
Night, at first everything is going well between the humans and 
the Others. But then someone arrives dressed as Crowbones, 

the Crowgard bogeyman. When the impostor is killed along with a shape-
shifting Crow, and the deaths are clearly connected, everyone fears that the 
real Crowbones may have come to The Jumble-and that could mean serious 
trouble. To "encourage" humans to help them find some answers, the Elders 
and Elementals close all the roads, locking in suspects and victims alike. 
Now Vicki, human police chief Grimshaw, vampire lawyer Ilya Sanguinati, 
and the rest of their friends have to figure out who is manipulating events 
designed to pit humans against Others-and who may have put Vicki DeVine 
in the crosshairs of a powerful hunter. 

 
MAGIC TIDES – ILONA ANDREWS  
BOOK #1 $24.95 (NOVELLA SPINOFF SERIES)  
Kate, Curran and their son, Conlan have left Atlanta, vowing 
to keep a low profile, and are settling into a new city and new 
house...but some things never change! Magical mayhem is 
about to erupt when Kate undertakes the rescue of a 
kidnapped youth, while Curran guards the homefront. It 
should be a simple retrieval, but with monsters on land and 

sea, Kate's got her work cut out for her. Still, she's never let her blade dull or 
her purpose falter. And that low profile? It's about to wash away with the 
raging tides! 
 

RECOVERY ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
BOOK #8 $25.95 
Start with Judgment Road. Kir "Master" Vasiliev 
doesn't care whether he lives or dies. He's a burnt-out shell 
with no one and nothing but his club. Whatever Torpedo Ink 
needs, Master will put himself in harm's way time after time. If 
he doesn't make it back, he's certain everyone will move on 
just fine. Investment banker Ambrielle Moore knows her own 

mind, and she's not willing to settle for anyone. So when a second-rate 
gangster and his thugs try to coerce her into marriage--and giving up all of 
her family's money--she's having none of it. Until they turn to cold-blooded 
murder. Grieving and enraged, Ambrie is ready to go scorched earth on her 
captors when Master shows up anticipating a damsel in distress. But Ambrie 
is nothing like he expected, and everything he never knew he desired. 
 

WOLF TAKES THE LEAD – TERRY SPEAR  
BOOK #4 $25.95 
Start with Billionaire in Wolf Clothing. Billionaire wolf Derek 
Spencer may have a rocky history with she-wolves, but there's 
no one better to take as his date to the latest gala than the wolf 
he's had his eye on ever since she applied to be his bodyguard-
-the remarkable Kate Hanover. Kate checks all the boxes for 
his perfect mate: she's smart, sexy, and business savvy, not to 
mention one of the best bodyguards around. But ever since 

Derek gave his bodyguard position to another wolf, Kate has been avoiding 
him. It's only when she reluctantly agrees to be his date to the gala that she 
realizes why: the attraction between the two alpha wolves is undeniable, but 
Kate doesn't want to end up as one of the billionaire's many flings. The 
more time Kate and Derek spend together, the more they are in danger...of 
falling deeply in love. 
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Ask Us To Special Order Them 

WILDEST DREAMS – KRISTEN ASHLEY  
BOOK #1 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Seoafin "Finnie" Wilde was taught by her parents that life was 
meant to be lived, every breath was a treasure and to seek every 
adventure she could find. She learns this lesson the hard way 
when they perish in a plane crash when she's fifteen. But she 
never forgets, and when she discovers there's a parallel universe 
where every person has a twin, she finds a witch who can send 
her there so she can see her parents again and have the adven-

ture of a lifetime. But nearly upon arrival in the winter wonderland of Lun-
wyn, she realizes she's been played by her twin of the alternate universe and 
shortly finds herself walking down the aisle to be wed to The Drakkar. 
Instantly thrown into inauspicious circumstances, with years of practice 
(she did, of course, survive that elephant stampede), Finnie bests the chal-
lenges and digs into her adventure. But as Frey Drakkar discovers the wom-
an who is his new wife is not Princess Sjofn, a woman he dislikes 
(intensely), but instead his Finnie, a free spirit with a thirst for venture just 
like him (not to mention, she's his destiny), without her knowledge he or-
ders his new bride bound to his frozen world...everlasting. 
 

THREADNEEDLE – CARI THOMAS  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Anna's Aunt has always warned her of the dangers of magic. Its 
twists. Its knots. Its deadly consequences. Now Anna counts 
down the days to the ceremony that will bind her magic forev-
er. Until she meets Effie and Attis. They open her eyes to a 
London she never knew existed. A shop that sells memories. A 
secret library where the librarian feeds off words. A club where 

revellers lose themselves in a haze of spells. But as she is swept deeper into 
this world, Anna begins to wonder if her Aunt was right all along. Is her 
magic a gift or a curse? 

 
THE TRAITORS GAME – JENNIFER A NIELSEN  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Kestra Dallisor has spent three years in exile in the Lava 
Fields, but that won't stop her from being drawn back into her 
father's palace politics. He's second-in-command to the cruel 
king, Lord Endrick, which makes Kestra a valuable bargaining 
chip. A group of rebels knows this -- and they snatch Kestra 
from her carriage as she reluctantly travels home. The kidnap-

pers want her to retrieve the lost Olden Blade, the only object that can de-
stroy the king, but Kestra is not the obedient captive they expected. One of 
the rebels, Simon, has his hands full as Kestra tries to foil their plot, by any 
means necessary. As motives shift and secrets emerge, both have to decide 
what -- and who -- it is they're fighting for.  

 
CALL DOWN THE HAWK – MAGGIE STIEFVATER  
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. 
Those who dream cannot stop dreaming - they can only try to 
control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives 
- they will sleep forever if their dreamers die. And then there 
are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To trap 
them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us all. Ronan 

Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of his 
dreams and into his compromised reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The 
closer she comes to the dream object she is after, the more inextricably she 
becomes tied to it. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a 
dreamer . . . and a killer. She has seen what dreaming can do to a person. 
And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing com-
pared to the destruction that is about to be unleashed.  

 
WAYWARD MOON – DEVON MONK 
BOOK #2 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Book #1 Wayward Souls. Lovers Brogan and Lula Gauge have 
traveled the haunted byways of Route 66 for almost a hundred 
years. Their deal with the god Cupid has brought Brogan back 
to life, but the return to the living world hasn't been easy for 
him. What's more, that deal left them deeply indebted to the 
god. Now the god is demanding his due. To honor their side 

of the deal, Brogan and Lula must find what Cupid wants found. The god 
hasn't given them much to go on other than: find the rabbit that is not a 
rabbit. Do the right thing. If the right thing involves facing down feuding 
werewolves, banishing vengeful ghosts, and venturing into the deep, ancient 
caverns beneath the Missouri hills, then Brogan and Lula might be on the 
right path. But lurking deep within those caverns is an evil older than the 
gods. It is clever. It is waiting. It is hungry. 
 

HUNTER AVENGED – N J WALTERS  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Fury Unleashed. It's taken Viking hunter 
Sven Knutson six frustrating months to find her. To track 
down the angel responsible for compromising the Forgotten 
Brotherhood and waking the drakon. She may be clever. Re-
sourceful. But no one ever gets away from Sven. All Rivka 
longed for as an angel was a chance to serve on Earth and help 

humans. Instead, it all went impossibly, horribly wrong, and she still doesn't 
understand how or even why. All she knows is that she's on the run-not only 
from Heaven's dangerous elite guard, but also from the Brotherhood, who 
want answers. She might just have to trust the immortal Viking whose icy 
blue eyes make her feel almost wickedly human. Because someone wants 
Rivka dead and the Brotherhood eliminated. Someone powerful enough to 
take on the most dangerous assassins who have ever lived. Someone who 
could unleash the fury of both Heaven and Hell and Rivka is the key. 
 
 
 
 
 

FURY OF FRUSTRATION – COREENE CALLAHAN 
BOOK #6 $29.95 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with Fury of a Highland Dragon. Born of a powerful 
god, but exiled on earth, dragon-warrior Kruger conceals the 
truth of his origins from the world. Forced to live a lie, he 
proves his worth by becoming a tycoon in a powerful business 
empire. But when a beautiful woman with ambitions of her 
own gets in his way, he must decide-accept what he cannot 
change, or eliminate the threat once and for all. Haunted by 

ghosts, Ferguson McGilvery needs out. Out from under her step-father's 
thumb. Out of the toxic whirlwind her step-brothers create. Out of the 
country, far away from the dysfunction that has overtaken her life. When a 
surprise inheritance sends her to the Scottish Highlands, she clashes with 
Kruger, a man so infuriating she'll do anything to foil his attempts to make 
her leave. His ruthlessness is legendary. Her obstinance knows no bounds. 
Can two stubborn souls go from enemies to lovers...or will the fates finally 
admit they made a mistake by throwing the pair together? 
 

CHAOS SONG – LR BRADEN  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Start with A Drop of Magic. Nothing has gone to plan since 
she joined the PTF. Now mysterious "natural" disasters are 
happening all over the world, and all signs point to a fae attack. 
But by whom? And why now? In the midst of this chaos, she 
faces Purity protesters, coworkers looking to undermine her 
every decision, and werewolves who can't stop snapping at each 
other long enough to prove they're safe to work with. Now is 

not the time to abandon her fledgling alliance for an off-the-books mission, 
but if she doesn't... the fragile peace between the Realms may shatter. 
 

JINX – PC CAST/KRISTEN CAST  
BOOK #1 & #2 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPACK*  
“Spells Trouble”. Hunter and Mercy Goode are twin witches, 
direct descendants of the founder of their town of Goodeville. 
As their ancestors have done before them, it is now time for 
the twins to learn what it means to be Gatekeepers–the protec-
tors of the Gates to different underworlds, ancient portals 
between their world and realms where mythology rules and 
nightmares come to life. When their mother becomes the first 

victim in a string of murders, the devastated sisters vow to avenge her death. 
But it will take more than magic to rein in the ancient mythological monsters 
who’ve infected their peaceful town. Now Hunter and Mercy must come 
together and accept their destiny or risk being separated for good. “Omens 
Bite” Twin sisters, Mercy and Hunter are witches, descendants of the 
Goode family of witches. After the murder of their mother at the hands of a 
foul demon, they have become the protectors of the Gates to different un-
derworlds--ancient portals between their world and realms where mythology 
rules and the darkest of creatures exist.  The problem is that the Goode sis-
ters have split from each other. Grief and anger have torn them apart, driv-
ing Mercy to save the cursed Gates on her own and Hunter into the arms of 
a dangerous goddess. And when Mercy shifts her focus to the Egyptian Gate 
and Khenti, the guardian of its Underworld, little does she know that her 
connection to him will land her in the kind of trouble that only Hunter can 
save her from. When it comes to breaking the curse, Mercy and Hunter's 
bonds are put to the ultimate test. 
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WITCHA GONNA DO – AVERY FLYNN  
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Could it possibly get any worse than having absolutely no 
magical abilities when you're a member of the most powerful 
family of witches ever? It used to be that I'd say no, but then I 
keep getting set up on dates with Gil Connolly, whose hotness 
is only matched by his ego. Seriously. I can't stand him. Even if 
I also can't stop thinking about him (specifically kissing him), 

but we're going to pretend I never told you that part. So yeah, my life isn't 
the greatest right now, but then it goes straight to the absolute worst hell 
when I accidentally make my sister's spell glitch and curse my whole family. 
And the only person who can help nonmagical me break the spell? You 
guessed it. Gil, the super hot jerk.  

 
BLOOD AND ASH – DEBORAH WILDE 
BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
Detective for hire, Ashira Cohen is having a no-good, very bad 
day. When Ash was thirteen, her con artist father disappeared, 
leaving her with emotional scars and a limp she can't hide. But 
she toughened up, determined never to be played again. Is 
history repeating itself? First, she's hit on the head during a 
stakeout, revealing a mysterious tattoo on the back of her skull. 

Even worse? It's a now-broken ward unleashing dangerous magic that as a 
Mundane, she shouldn't possess. And the icing on this crap cake? Her unruly 
powers nearly kill her long-time nemesis, Levi, the uptight leader of the magic 
community. One word from him revealing her forbidden abilities, and 
everything she's built will be taken from her... by force. The only bright spot is 
that Levi requires her supernatural skills to solve a spree of abductions. After 
years of being underestimated by him, it's Ash's chance at payback and she's 
going to enjoy bringing him to his knees-or stuffing him in a body bag. 
 

THE ORPHAN WITCH – PAIGE CRUTCHER 
$35.00 TRADE P/BACK *REPACK* 
Persephone May has been alone her entire life. Abandoned as an 
infant and dragged through the foster care system, she wants 
nothing more than to belong somewhere. To someone. However, 
Persephone is as strange as she is lonely. Unexplainable things 
happen when she's around--changes in weather, inanimate objects 
taking flight--and those who seek to bring her into their family 

quickly cast her out. To cope, she never gets attached, never makes friends. 
And she certainly never dates. Working odd jobs and always keeping her 
suitcases half-packed, Persephone is used to moving around, leaving one town 
for another when curiosity over her eccentric behavior inevitably draws 
unwanted attention. After an accidental and very public display of power, 
Persephone knows it's time to move on once again. It's lucky, then, when she 
receives an email from the one friend she's managed to keep, inviting her to 
the elusive Wile Isle. The timing couldn't be more perfect. However, upon 
arrival, Persephone quickly discovers that Wile is no ordinary island. In fact, it 
just might hold the very things she's been searching for her entire life. 
Answers. Family. Home. And some things she did not want. Like 100-year-old 
curses and an even older family feud. With the clock running out, love might 
be the magic that saves them all. 

□ TORCH - CHELLE BLISS 
BOOK #11 $40.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Flame.  

      

 □ QUEEN OF DUST – H E DARE $27.95 

      

 EVE LANGLAIS  
□ ALPHA ATTACKED BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ SPECIAL MONSTERS UNIT BOOK #1 $35.00 TRADE 
P/BACK 
 
  

□ GRIFFIN DAYS AND PIXIE NIGHTS—BAILEY 
BRADFORD BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 
□ Book #1 Dragon Dreams and Fairy Wings, □ Book #2 Wyvern Ways 
and Elven Magic.  

      

 □ COLD LIGHT OF DAY – CHARLIE COCHET  
BOOK #1.5 $23.95 □ Book #1 Gone But Not Forgotten. 

      

 □ DEEP WATERS—THOM COLLINS BOOK #3 TRADE P/
BACK $35.00 □ Book #1 North Point, Book #2 Safe Harbor.  

      

 □ 911 VAMPIRE – CALEB JAMES $29.95  
 

Forthcoming… 

□ HIDDEN MONSTER RUINS – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P DUE 21/3 

□ BIG BAD GRUFF – EVE LANGLAIS BK #2 T/P DUE 18/4  

Preorders…  
 
□ GO DOWN IN FLAMES – CHARLIE COCHET BK #2 DUE DTBD 
□ HEATED RIVALRY – RACHEL REID BK #2 
□ LOST AND FOUND – ANDREW GREY $29.95 *REPACK* 
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Coming next month… 
□ HARMONY OF LIES – BRIAN FEEHAN BK #2  
□ MOON STRUCK – LAUREN DANE BK #1 *REPRINT *  
□ Conquer The Kingdom – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P  
□ THE QUEENS PRICE – ANNE BISHOP BK #12 H/C  
□ THE PHANTOM—GENA SHOWALTER BK #3  
□ A WITCHS GUIDE TO FAKE DATING A DEMON – SARAH 
HAWLEY  

□ STORM ECHO – NALINI SINGH *REPACK*  
□ STAKES CAKES AND MANDRAKES – COLLEEN GLEASON BK 
#3 T/P  
□ BACKPACKING THROUGH BEDLAM – SEANAN MCGUIRE T/
P 
□ WAYWARD SKY – DEVON MONK BK #3 $35.00  T/P 
□ THE GOLDEN DYNASTY – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #2 T/P  
 

Coming next month… 
□ BARBARIANS PRIZE—RUBY DIXON BK #5 T/P  
□ MAN CANDY—VANESSA VALE BK #2 T/P  

□ BAMBI – EVE LANGLAS T/P $35.00  

□ IN ISABEAUS EYES – LORA LEIGH BK #1 T/P  

Coming next month… 
□ DANGEROUS – COCHET/BLAKE BK #2 T/P  

□ THE BODYGUARDS FAMILIAR – TJ NICHOLS BK #10 T/P 
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Want Something We Haven’t 
Featured? 

Just Ask Us We Can Order It In 

Preorders… 
□ SMOLDER – LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #28 $49.95 H/C T/P 
DUE 21/3  
□ FOREVER – JR WARD BK #2  DUE 28/3 
□ ALPHA – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #2 T/P DUE 28/3 
□ FANTASTICAL – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #3 T/P DUE 28/3 
□ LASSITER – J R WARD BK #21 $49.95 H/C T/P DUE 11/4 
□ WINGS ONCE CURSED AND BOUND – PIPER J DRAKE  
BK #1 T/P DUE 11/4 
□ LOVING THE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #14 DUE 9/5 
□ BEWICCHED– SEANA KELLY BK #1 T/P DUE 16/5 
□ A DANCE OF SMOKE AND STEEL – MILLA VANE BK #3 DUE 
23/5 
□ PROTECTED – LAUREN DANE BK #2  *REPRINT* DUE 23/5 
□ WOLF ON THE WILD SIDE – TERRY SPEAR BK #1 DUE 6/6 
□ WICKED DREAMS—M J SCOTT BK #4 T/P DUE 6/6 

□ AWAKENED – LAUREN DANE BK #3 *REPRINT* DUE 27/6 
□ REDEMPTIONS EDGE – ALYSSA DAY BK #3 DUE 27/6 
□ THE POISONERS RING – KELLEY ARMSTRONG BK#2 T/P 
□ MIDNIGHT SOUL – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #5 $40.00 T/P  
□ RING OF RUIN – KERI ARTHUR BK #3 T/P 
□ CAPTURE THE SUN – JESSIE MIHALIK BK #3 T/P 
□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS  BK #13 *REPACK*  
□ RESONANCE SURGE – NALINI SINGH H/C T/P  
□ MY ROOMMATE IS A VAMPIRE – JENNE LEVINE T/P  
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□ DON’T OPEN THE DOOR – ALLISON BRENAN  
BOOK #2 $27.95 □ Book #1 The Sorority Murder.  

      

□ WINED AND DIED IN NEW ORLEANS – ELLYN BYRON  
$25.95 □ Book #1 Bayou Book Thief.  

      

□ GUARDING A FORBIDDEN LOVE – CARLA CASSIDY  
BOOK #2 $22.95 □ Book #1 Killer In The Heartland.  

      

□ THE MURDER CLUB – ALICE CASTLE  
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with The Murder Mystery.  

      

□ WHEN JUSTICE RIDES – B J DANIELS 
BOOK #6 $27.95 □ Start with Out of the Storm.  

      

□ POINT LAST SEEN – CHRISTINA DODD BOOK #1 $27.95 
*REPACK* 

      

□ MALICE AT THE MARINA – CAROL ERICSON  
BOOK #4 $22.95 □ Start with Canyon Crime Scene.  

      

□ COLTONS UNUSUAL SUSPECT – MARIE FERRARELLO $22.95 

      

□ HONOLOU COLD HOMICIDE – BARRI R FLOWERS BK #3 
$22.95 □ Book #1 The Big Island Killer, □ Book #2 Captured On Kauai.  

      

□ SPURRED TO JUSTICE – DELORES FOSSEN  
BOOK #4 $22.95 □ Start with Sherriff In The Saddle.  

      

□ SIX SWEETS UNDER – SARAH FOX $25.95 

      

□ GRACE UNDER FIRE—JULIE GARWOOD BOOK #14 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK *REPACK* □ Start with Heartbreaker.  

      

□ STRIKER—ANNA HACKETT  
BOOK #3 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Book #1 Wolf, □ Book #2 Hades.  

      

□ BONE FROG BACHELOR SERIES – SHARON HAMILTON 
BOOK #1-#5 $70.00 TRADE P/BACK  

      

□ ABSOLUTE FEAR – LISA JACKSON  
$27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 03/07) 

      

□ AT ANY COST – ANDREA KANE BOOK #9 $40.00 TRADE P/
BACK □ Start with The Girl who Disappeared Twice.  

      

□ LIE TO HER – MELINDA LEIGH 
BOOK #6 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK Start with Cross Her Heart.  

      

KAT MARTIN □ THE LAST MILE BOOK #2 $27.95 *REPACK*  
□ Book #1 The Last Goodnight.  
□ AGAINST THE WIND BOOK #1 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 2010) 

      

□ FADE TO MIDNIGHT – SHANNON MCKENNA BOOK #7 $35.00 
TRADE P/BACK *REISSUE* (ORIG 2010)  
□ Strat with Behind Closed Doors.  

      

□ SHALLOW GRAVE – CASSIE MILES $22.95 

      

□ DOWN RANGE – TAYLOR MOORE BOOK #1 $27.95 *REPACK* 

      

□ DEATH BY ARTS AND CRAFTS – ALEXIS MORGAN 
BOOK #6 $25.95 □ Start with Death by Committee.  

      

□ CLOSE CALL IN COLORADO – CINDI MYERS  
BOOK #4 $22.95 □ Start with Eagle Mountain Cliffhanger.  

      

□ FLYNN – KATHRYN NYSSA  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Logan.  

      

□ BISCAYNE BAY BREACH – CARIDAD PINEIRO BOOK #3 $22.95 
□ Book #1 Lost in Little Havana, □ Book #2 Brickell Ave Ambush.  

      

□ ENCORE IN DEATH – JD ROBB BOOK #56 $49.95 H/COVER 
$34.99 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with Naked in Death.  

      

□ THE PIS DEADLY CHARADE – ANNA J STEWART $22.95 

      

□ THE HANDLER – MP WOODWARD $27.95 *REPACK*  

Preorders… 
□ SEAL BROTHERHOOD LEGACY – SHARON HAMILTON BK #1-4 
T/P DUE 18/3 
□ THE NATURE OF SECRETS – DEBRA WEBB BK #2 T/P DUE 18/3 
□ CRIMSON SUMMER – HEATHER GRAHAM BOOK #2 DUE 28/3 
□ LEGACY – NORA ROBERTS *REPACK* DUE 28/3 
□ SET UP IN THE CITY – B J DANIELS BK #4 DUE 28/3 
□ SHOT IN THE DARK – NICOLE HELM BK #4 DUE 28/3 
□ RESCUED BY THE RANCHER – BARB HAN BK #1 DUE 28/3 
□ FIDDLING WITH FATE – DIANE KELLY BK #3 DUE 4/4 
□ TO HOLD AND PROTECT – SANDRA OWENS BK #3 DUE 25/4 
□ IDENTITY – NORA ROBERTS H/C & T/P DUE 23/5 
□ PERIL – MARTIN/ IVY/ ZANETTI DUE 23/5 
□ TARGETED IN SILVER CREEK – DELORES FOSSEN BK #1 DUE 
27/6 
□ DISAPPEARANCE IN DREAD HOLLOW – DEBRA WEBB BK #1  

□ BREAKING ALL THE RULES – AMY ANDREWS $35.00 T/P 

      

□ THE DEVINE DOUGHNUT SHOP – CAROLYN BROWN $35.00 T/P 

      

□ COME WHAT MAYBE – KERRI CARPENTER BOOK #1 $25.95 

      

□ HER TEXAS LAWMAN – ADDISON FOX $22.95 

      

□ COMING HOME – SHELLEY SHEPHARD GRAY BOOK #1 $25.95 

      

□ HOW TO HANDLE A COWBOY – JOANNE KENNEDY  
BOOK #1 $25.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 04/14) 

      

□ NAVY FAMILIES – DEBBIE MACOMBER BOOK #5 & #6 $27.95 
*REISSUE* *2 IN 1* □ Start with Navy Wife. “Navy Baby” (ORIG 1991) 
“Navy Husband” (ORIG 2005) 

      

□ THE INHERITANCE TEST – ANNE MARSH $22.95 

      

□ ONCE A RANCHER – LINDA LAEL MILLER BOOK #1 $27.95 
*REISSUE* (ORIG 03/16) 

      

□ THE MAGNOLIA SISTERS – ALYS MURRAY BK #1 $25.95 

      

□ UNTAMED – DIANA PALMER BOOK #46 $27.95 *REISSUE* 
(ORIG 06/15) □ Start with Calhoun.  

      

 □ THE PROMISE OF EASTER – MARTA PERRY  
BOOK #5 $25.95 □ Start with A Christmas Home.  

      

□ WHEN STARS COLLIDE – SUSAN ELIZABETH PHILLIPS  
BOOK #9 $27.95 *REPACK* □ Start with It Had to be You.  

      

NORA ROBERTS 
□ COME SUNDOWN $29.95 *REISSUE* T/P (ORIG 05/17) 
□ MACGREGOR EVER AFTER $27.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 
1998) “The Winning Hand” “The Perfect Neighbor”  
□ MEANT TO BE $27.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* (ORIG 1985)  
“Dual Image” “One Summer”  

      

□ RODEO REBEL – JOANNE ROCK BOOK #1 $22.95 

      

□ MR RIGHT NEXT DOOR – NAIMA SIMONE BOOK #4 $25.95 
□ Start with The Road to Rose Bend.  

      

□ HONOR – SHERRYL WOODS $25.95 *REISSUE* *2 IN 1* 
“The Shepherd's Bride” by Patricia Davids  
  

Preorders… 
□ BAYOU BELOVED – LEXI BLAKE BK #6 DUE 28/3 
□ MAX WILDES COWBOY HEART – JENNIFER RYAN BK #3 DUE 
28/3 
□ TALK OF THE TOWN—JENNIFER BARDSLEY T/P DUE 11/4 
□ THE LONER – DIANA PALMER BK #55 H/C DUE 25/4 
□ THE COMEBACK COWBOY – ASHENDEN/YATES/CREWS DUE 
25/4 
□ BLUE MOON HAVEN – JANET DAILEY *REPACK* DUE 25/4 
□ HES MY COWBOY – PALMER/ZANETTI/FOSSEN DUE 27/6 
□ RIGHT WHERE WE BELONG – JACKIE ASHENDEN BK #3 DUE 

8/8  

Coming next month… 
□ THE DANGEROUS ONE—LORI FOSTER BK #1  
□ DESPERATE ACTS – ALEXANDER IVY BK #5  
□ ANSWERING ATLAS – CHANTAL FERNANDO BK #3  
□ UNDERCOVER CONNECTION– HEATHER GRAHAM *RI*  
□ HER DARK LIES – JT ELLISON *REPACK*  
□ THE MAIDS DIARY – LORETH ANN WHITE T/P  
□ DON’T BACK DOWN – SHARON SALA BK #1  
□ FORGET WHAT YOU KNOW – CHRISTINE DODD T/P  
□ ONE NIGHT STANDOFF – NICOLE HELM BK #3 s
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Coming next month… 
□ THE GOOD LUCK CAFÉ – ANNIE RAINS  T/P  
□ EVERY BIT A COWBOY – JENNIE MARTS BK #5  
□ COWBOY WILD – MAISEY YATES BK #3 
□ A TEXAS KIND OF COWBOY – DELORES FOSSEN BK #5  
□ TEXAS PROUD – DIANA PALMER *REISSUE* * 2 IN 1* 
□ A PROMISE TO HEAL – MARTA PERRY  
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□ MAGIC TIDES – ILONA ANDREWS BOOK #1 $24.95       

      

□ WILDEST DREAMS – KRISTEN ASHLEY BOOK #1 $40.00 T/P  

      

□ CROWBONES – ANNE BISHOP BOOK #3 $27.95 *REPACK*  
□ Book #1 Lake Silence, □ Book #2 Wild Country.  

      

□ CHAOS SONG – LR BRADEN BOOK #6 $35.00 T/P  
□ Start with A Drop of Magic.  

      

□ FURY OF FRUSTRATION – COREENE CALLAHAN 
BOOK #6 $29.95 T/P □ Start with Fury of a Highland Dragon.  

      

□ JINX – PC CAST/KRISTEN CAST BOOK #1 & #2 $35.00 
*REPACK* T/P “Spells Trouble”. “Omens Bite”  

      

□ THE ORPHAN WITCH – PAIGE CRUTCHER $35.00 T/P    

      

JC DANIELS □ CLAWS AND BLADES BK #6.5 $40.00 T/P   
□ Start with Blade Song. “A Stroke of Dumb Luck” “Damon 
Doyle” “Proceed with Caution” 
□ HAUNTED MAGIC BOOK #7 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK 

      

□  NIGHT OF THE NYMPH – BIANCA D’ARC  
BOOK #2 $40.00 T/P Book #1 Dance of the Dryad.  

      

□ RECOVERY ROAD – CHRISTINE FEEHAN  
BOOK #8 $25.95 □ Start with Judgment Road.  

      

□ WITCHA GONNA DO – AVERY FLYNN $35.00 T/P  
      

□ SATE THE DARKNESS – ALEXANDRA IVY 
BOOK #20 $35.00 T/P □ Start with When Darkness  

      

□ WAYWARD MOON – DEVON MONK 
BOOK #2 $29.95 T/P □ Book #1 Wayward Souls.  

      

□ THE TRAITORS GAME – JENNIFER A NIELSEN  
BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□ PORTAL WARRIORS – MICHELLE M PILLOW  $80.00 
*4 IN 1* 800 PAGES T/P “Lilith Enraptured”. “Fighting Lady 
Jayne”.  “Keeping Paige”.  “Taking Karre”  

      

□ FATAL PHANTASM – MAGGIE SHAYNE  $35.00 T/P  
      

□  WOLF TAKES THE LEAD – TERRY SPEAR  
BOOK #4 $25.95 □ Start with Billionaire in Wolf Clothing.  

      

 □ CALL DOWN THE HAWK – MAGGIE STIEFVATER BK #1 
$35.00 T/P  

      

□ THREADNEEDLE – CARI THOMAS BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□ HUNTER AVENGED – N J WALTERS  
BOOK #6 $35.00 T/P □ Start with Fury Unleashed.  

      

□ BLOOD AND ASH – DEBORAH WILDE BOOK #1 $35.00 T/P  
 

Coming next month… 
□ HARMONY OF LIES – BRIAN FEEHAN BK #2  
□ MOON STRUCK – LAUREN DANE BK #1 *REPRINT *  
□ Conquer The Kingdom – JENNIFER ESTEP BK #3 T/P  
□ THE QUEENS PRICE – ANNE BISHOP BK #12 H/C  
□ THE PHANTOM—GENA SHOWALTER BK #3  
□ A WITCHS GUIDE TO FAKE DATING A DEMON – SARAH HAWLEY  
□ STORM ECHO – NALINI SINGH *REPACK*  
□ STAKES CAKES AND MANDRAKES – COLLEEN GLEASON BK #3 T/P  
□ BACKPACKING THROUGH BEDLAM – SEANAN MCGUIRE T/P 
□ WAYWARD SKY – DEVON MONK BK #3 $35.00  T/P 
□ THE GOLDEN DYNASTY – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #2 T/P  

Preorders… 
□ SMOLDER – LAURELL K HAMILTON BK #28 $49.95 H/C T/P DUE 21/3  
□ FOREVER – JR WARD BK #2  DUE 28/3 
□ ALPHA – REBECCA ZANETTI BK #2 T/P DUE 28/3 
□ FANTASTICAL – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #3 T/P DUE 28/3 
□ LASSITER – J R WARD BK #21 $49.95 H/C T/P DUE 11/4 
□ WINGS ONCE CURSED AND BOUND – PIPER J DRAKE BK #1 T/P 
□ LOVING THE WOLF – PAIGE TYLER BK #14 DUE 9/5 
□ BEWICCHED– SEANA KELLY BK #1 T/P DUE 16/5 
□ A DANCE OF SMOKE AND STEEL – MILLA VANE BK #3 DUE 23/5 
□ PROTECTED – LAUREN DANE BK #2  *REPRINT* DUE 23/5 
□ WOLF ON THE WILD SIDE – TERRY SPEAR BK #1 DUE 6/6 
□ WICKED DREAMS—M J SCOTT BK #4 T/P DUE 6/6 
□ AWAKENED – LAUREN DANE BK #3 *REPRINT* DUE 27/6 
□ REDEMPTIONS EDGE – ALYSSA DAY BK #3 DUE 27/6 
□ THE POISONERS RING – KELLEY ARMSTRONG BK#2 T/P 
□ MIDNIGHT SOUL – KRISTEN ASHLEY BK #5 $40.00 T/P  
□ RING OF RUIN – KERI ARTHUR BK #3 T/P 
□ CAPTURE THE SUN – JESSIE MIHALIK BK #3 T/P 
□ SOUL TAKEN – PATRICIA BRIGGS  BK #13 *REPACK*  
□ RESONANCE SURGE – NALINI SINGH H/C T/P  
□ MY ROOMMATE IS A VAMPIRE – JENNE LEVINE T/P  
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□ HIGHLAND ROSE – CELESTE BARCLAY $35.00 T/P  

      

□ ONE DUKE DOWN – ANNA BENNETT  
BK #2 $25.95 □ Book #1 Girls Before Earls.  

      

□ HIGHLAND RECKONING – WILLA BLAIR  BK #3 $35.00 T/P  
□ Book #1 Highland Prodigy, □ Book #2 Highland Memories.  

      

□ THE DUKE DEAL – VALERIE BOWMAN BOOK #1 $24.95  

      

□ FELL IN LOVE WITH AN EARL – ANNA BRADLEY BK #3 $35.00 
T/P □ Book #1 Not Just Any Earl, □ Book #2 Odd Earl Out.  

      

□ THE LADY TAKES IT ALL – TERRI BRISBIN BK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□ LOVE ON THE LINE – ANABELLE BRYANT BK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□ A RUSTLE OF SILK – ALYS CLARE BK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□CALDER GRIT –JANET DAILEY BK#2 $25.95 *RP*□Book #1 Calder Brand.  

      

CLAIRE DELACROIX □ THE CHRISTMAS CONQUEST BK #1 $29.95 T/P  
THE MASQUERADE OF THE MARCHIONESS  BK #2 $29.95 T/P  

      

□ CONVENIENTLY WED TO THE LAIRD– JEANINE ENGLERT BK#3 $23.95 
□ Book #1 Eloping With The Laird, □ Book #2 The Lost Laird From Her Past.  

      

□ HER LESSONS IN PERSUASION – MEGAN FRAMPTON BK #1 $27.95 

      

□ BEAUTY AND THE THIEF—SHANA GALEN BK #1 $35.00 T/P  

      

□ KISSING THE HIGHLAND TWIN – AMY JARECKI  
BOOK #4 $35.00 TRADE P/BACK □ Start with A Duke By Scot.  

      

□ RACHELS DECISION – MOLLY JEBBER $25.95 

□ HOW TO WOO A RELUCTANT LADY – SABRINA JEFFRIES  
BOOK #3 $27.95 *REISSUE* (ORIG 01/11) □ Book #1 The Truth About 
Lord Stoneville, □ Book #2 A Hellion in her Bed.  

      

□ A SEASON OF FLIRTATION – JULIA JUSTISS BOOK #1 $23.95 

      

□ REBEL HEARTS – MARTIN/SALA/MORGAN/ET AL $40.00 
TRADE P/BACK Includes “Outlaw Ghost” by Kat Martin, “Hearts Great 
Temptation” by C K Grigger, “Irish Kelly And The Heartbreak Kid” by Sharon 
Sala, “The Reluctant Train Robber” by Jenna Hendricks, “Redeeming The 
Outlaw” by Kit Morgan, and “No Quarter” by Kathleen O’Neal Gear. 

      

MANDA MCCABE □ ONE NAUGHTY NIGHT BK #1 $35.00 T/P 
□ TWO SINFUL SECRETS BK #2 $35.00 T/P 

      

□ BEGUILING HER ENEMY WARRIOR – LUCY MORRIS  
BOOK #3 $23.95 □ Book #1 The Viking She Would Have Married, □ Book 
#2 Tempted By Her Outcast Viking.  

      

□ THE MAKING OF HIS MARCHIONESS – LAURI ROBINSON BK#1 $23.95  

      

□ IN HER HIGHLANDERS BED – LYNSAY SANDS  
BOOK #11 $27.95 □ Start with An English Bride in Scotland.  

      

□ HIS INHERITED DUCHESS – BRONWYN SCOTT  
BOOK #2 $23.95 □ Book #1 Miss Claiborne’s Illicit Attraction.  

      

□ THE DUKE GETS EVEN – JOANNA SHUPE BOOK #4 $27.95 
□ Start with The Heiress Hunt.  

      

□ DESPERADOS CARESS – CARLA SIMPSON $35.00 T/P  

      

□ MARRIAGE DEAL WITH THE EARL – LIZ TYNER $23.95 

Coming next month… 
□ LADY AND THE SCAMP– SHANA GALEN BK #2 T/P  
□ LADY OF FORTUNE – MARY JO PUTNEY *REISSUE*  
□THE DUKES SECRET CINDERELLA – EVA DEVON BK3  
□ THE COUNTERFEIT SCOUNDREL – LORRAINE HEATH BK #1  
□ A GENTLEMEN OUGHT TO KNOW – JANE ASHFORD BK #4  
□ MISS FLIBBERTIGIBBET AND THE BARBARIAN – STEPHANIE 
LAURENS T/P 
□ THE HEIRESS AT SEA – CHRISTI CALDWELL T/P  
□ CURLED UP WITH AN EARL – AMY ROSE BENNETT BK #2  

Preorders… 
□ SAVED BY THE BELLE – SHANA GALEN BK #3 T/P DUE 14/3 
□A KISS IN THE MOONLIGHT – CATHY MAXWELL BK #1 DUE 28/3 
□THE WIDOWS WAGER – CLAIR DELACOROIX BK #3 T/P  
□THE SHAMANS BRIDE – LAURA STRICKLAND BK #2 T/P 
□ A ROGUES RULES FOR SEDUCTION – EVA LEIGH BK #3 DUE 25/4 
□ FOR A SCOTS HEART ONLY – GINA CONKLE DUE 25/4 
□HOW TO BEST A MARQUESS – JANA MACGREGOR BK #3  
□THE BRIDE WORE WHITE – AMANDA QUICK BK #7 H/C & T/P 
DUE 2/5 
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